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ABSTRACT
In a laboratory experiment with five genotypes of soybean. Glycine max 
(L.) Merrill, developmental time and fecundity of Tetranvchus urticae Koch was 
measured. Developmental time for virgin females on leaf disks was shortest on 
Plant Introduction (PI) 227687, ‘DSR 352/ and ‘Williams.’ There were no 
differences in development time for male mites due to genotype. Females laid 
more eggs per day on PI 227687 and more total eggs on PI 227687 and ‘DSR 352’ 
than on ‘W illiams/ ‘C lark/ and ‘Davis/ Life tables were constructed for mite 
cohorts on each soybean genotype. Values for r, intrinsic rate of increase, ranged 
from 0.26018 on ‘Davis’ to 0.32402 on PI 227687. A positive correlation between 
the period of peak egg production and the intrinsic rate of increase suggested a 
rapid technique for screening plants for resistance to spider mites.
Further laboratory experiments were conducted with nine genotypes of 
soybean to m easure their effect on fecundity of X- urticae during peak egg 
production period of 5 days. Fecundity in both virgin and m ated females was 
significantly affected by soybean genotypes and by the mites’ mating status. The 
cultivar ‘Tracy M’ dem onstrated antibiosis to X  urticae by reducing egg 
production. PI 227687, which has dem onstrated resistance to soybean insects, and 
‘DSR 352’ were the most susceptible genotypes. M ated females laid more eggs 
than virgin females. Hatchability of the eggs was not affected by soybean 
genotype or mating status.
Populations of a predaceous mite, Phvtoseiulus persimilis Athias-Henriot, 
and its prey, X  urticae. were examined on a  resistant and a susceptible soybean 
genotype that had been identified in the earlier studies. Both predation and the 
resistant soybean genotype reduced the phytophagous mite population, with the 
predation effect being the more pronounced. When adequate prey were 
available, there was no indication of antibiosis effects on the predator’s 
population from feeding on prey reared on resistant host plant m aterial. The J \  
persimilis population was reduced only at the lowest prey density examined, due 
to lack of prey and subsequent cannibalism.
INTRODUCTION
Elucidation of the life cycle and reproductive capabilities of the twospotted 
spider mite, Tetranvchus urticae Koch, has occupied the efforts of many 
investigators. A ubiquitous species feeding on over ISO cultivated host plants 
(Jeppson al. 1975), X  urticae’s biology and host preference has been studied 
on strawberry (Laing 1969), cotton (Carey and Bradley 1982), apple (H erbert 
1981), and many other plant species.
The twospotted spider mite is an important pest of soybean, Glycine max 
(L.) Merrill, in areas where hot, dry conditions occur (Poe 1980). In other areas, 
mites are potentially serious pests when normal weather gives way to the drought 
conditions favoring the mites’ development. Considered the major arthropod pest 
of soybeans in California’s dry, interior valley (Carlson 1969), mites have also 
occurred in outbreak populations in Delaware (Baker and Connell 1961) and in 
the midwestern state of Illinois in the dry summer of 1988. Injury results in 
defoliation with corresponding reduction in dry m atter production and yield. Few 
pesticides that are registered for use on soybean are effective on spider mites, so 
host plant resistance is a desirable characteristic in soybean genotypes at risk to 
attack by mites.
Carlson (1969), Carlson .& .a). (1979), and Mohammad and Rodriguez 
(1985) examined soybean varieties and genotypes to identify plant resistance to 
the twospotted spider mite. Tolerance to X  urticae was found in ‘Williams’ by 
Rodriguez £ j itf. (1983), and resistance in the form of antibiosis, especially an 
effect on fecundity, was found by Mohammad (1984).
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The objectives of these studies were to identify soybean genotypes resistant 
to twospotted spidei mites and if found, to examine the effects of such genotypes 
on a predator mite, Phytoseiulus persimilis Athias-Henriot. Trophic level studies 
by O rr and Boeihel (1985), G rant and Shepard (1985), Beach and Todd (1986) 
and others examined resistant soybean in systems with natural enemies, to include 
predators and parasitoids (O rr and Boethel 1986). Also of interest was the 
examination of the ability of a predator to regulate its prey population on 
susceptible and resistant host plant material and the identification of the effects 
of soybean genotype on predator population development.
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CHAPTER I
Biology of the Twospotted 
Spider Mite Tetranvchus urticae Koch 
(Acari: Tetranychidae) 
on Five Genotypes of Soybean
This chapter is written in the style of 
Environmental Entomology 




The life cycle and fecundity of Tetranychus urticae Koch cohorts was 
measured on five genotypes of soybean, Glvcine max (L.) Merrill. Female mites 
developed fastest on PI 227687, 'DSR 352’ and ‘Williams’ and oviposited more 
eggs on PI 227687 and ‘DSR 352’ than on the other genotypes. There were 
differences in the active deutonymphal and preovipositional stages of female 
mites due to genotype. The length of the life cycle and the cumulative active 
period of females also varied by soybean genotype. Among male mites, only 
differences in the deutonymph stage were found due to genotype. Life tables 
were constructed and r values were computed that ranged from 0.26018 on 
‘Davis,’ the most resistant genotype, to 0.32402 on PI 227687, the most susceptible 
genotype.
INTRODUCTION
Elucidation of the life cycle and reproductive capabilities of the twospotted 
spider mite, Tetranychus urticae Koch, has occupied the efforts of many 
investigators. A ubiquitous species feeding on over 150 cultivated host plants 
(Jeppson £J ^J. 19751. T. urticae’s biology and host preference has been studied 
on strawberry, Fragaria ananassa Duchesne, (Laing 1969), cotton Gossypium 
hirsutum L., (Schuster £ l id. 1972a and 1972b; Carey and Bradley 1982), apple 
Malus pumila Miller, (H erbert 1981), and many other plant species. Carlson 
(1969), Carlson al. (1979), Mohammad and Rodriguez (1985), and W heatley
8
and Boethel (1987) examined soybean, Glycine max (L.) Merrill, varieties and 
genotypes to identify resistance to the twospotted spider mite. Wheatley and 
Boethel (1987) observed that oviposition was reduced on ‘Tracy M’ compared to 
eight other genotypes in an experiment that examined the peak period of egg 
production in this mite. Tolerance to T. urticae was identified in ‘Williams' by 
Rodriguez ^1. (1983). Resistance in the form of antibiosis, especially an effect 
on fecundity, was found by M ohammad (1984).
The purpose of this study was (1) to provide detailed developmental rate 
and fecundity data on X  urticae when reared on five genotypes of soybeans, (2) 
to construct life tables for X  urticae on five genotypes of soybean, and (3) to 
calculate the intrinsic rate of increase (r) for X* urticae on each soybean 
genotype.
MATERIALS AND M ETHODS
Conditions. To determ ine X  urticae’s potential as a pest on soybean, this 
experiment was conducted using growth chambers set at the optimum conditions 
for the mite’s growth. Chambers were set at 31°C (Jeppson si ill. 1975), 50% RH 
(t 5%), and a photoperiod of 14:10 L:D.
Host plants. The genotypes used in the study were ‘DSR 352,’ PI 227687, 
‘Williams,’ ‘C lark’ and ‘Davis.’ ‘DSR 352’ and similar light-colored hilum types 
grown for tofu production are popular in the inland valleys of California where 
spider mites have been the major arthropod pest (Carlson 1969). PI 227687 has 
been shown to be resistant to a  wide range of insect pests (Van Duyn .aJ. 1971,
9
Clark £ j jU. 1972, H atchett £J jJ . 1976, Smith and Gilman 1981) and is a likely 
candidate for incorporation into insect-resistant varieties by plant breeders. 
‘Williams’ dem onstrated tolerance to mites in the field (Rodriguez £ l aJ. 1983), 
‘Clark* is widely grown in the midwestern United States while ‘Davis’ is grown in 
southeastern states and has frequently been used as a susceptible control in insect 
resistance trials.
Soybeans were grown in the greenhouse during May and June, 1985. The 
beans were grown in Sunshine Mix11, a commercial potting mix, using standard 
greenhouse procedures and sequential plantings. W hen the plants reached the 
V4 (Fehr and Caviness 1977) stage of development, the second trifoliate leaf was 
harvested for use in the experiment. Leaf disks (22 mm diam) were punched 
from the midrib area of leaflets and examined for extraneous fauna which was 
physically removed if necessary. Ten disks, two replications of each genotype, 
were placed adaxial side up on a pad of moistened cotton wadding in a large, 
uncovered Petri dish (150 mm diam). A block of four to six dishes was set up 
weekly for 4 wk depending on availability of leaves. Each date was an 
experimental block.
The order in which the genotypes were arranged on each plate was 
randomly selected. Once the order was established, the disks were arranged in 
that order throughout the experiment. The disks were held down along their 
perim eter by a plexiglas template, referred to as a mite corral, that fit inside the 
Petri dish (Fig. 1). The corral kept the disks flat and in contact with the wet 
cotton. The tops of the tem plate holes were ringed with a sticky petroleum
Figure 1. Mite corral in large Petri dish. Numerals indicate position of each 
replication (disk).
11
product keeping the mites from wandering onto other disks. Plates were rotated 
a quarter turn after each observation to ensure even lighting within the chambers.
Spider Mites. Mites used were initially obtained from a single mated 
female taken from a cotton plant in a greenhouse on the campus of Louisiana 
State University, Baton Rouge, LA. The lab culture was maintained on 
Henderson bush lima beans (Phaseolus limensis var. limenanus MacFadyen) 
under am bient conditions, ca. 23?C, 45% RH, 14:10 photoperiod.
One female adult mite from the colony was placed on each disk until she 
had oviposited two or three eggs and then she was removed. Observations were 
made three times daily at 0800, 1400, and 2000. Therefore, the age of the egg 
was known within a 6 h span. At the hatching of the first egg, all o ther eggs were 
destroyed.
The following events in the mites’ life cycle were observed and recorded 
incubation (Inc = time from egg deposition to eclosion); larval active stage 
(LarvA = eclosion to quiescent period of first molt); larval quiescent period 
(LarvQ = cessation of larval activity to activity as a protonymph); protonymph 
active state (ProtoA); protonymph quiescent period (ProtoQ); active stage of 
deutonymph (DeutoA); quiescent period of deutonymph (D eutoQ ); and for 
females, preovipositional period (PreOvi = the time from emergence as an adult 
to the time the first egg was oviposited). For males, the first period of activity 
following DeutoO was the beginning of the adult stage. Totals for each stage 
(LarvA plus LarvQ, ProtoA plus ProtoQ, DeutoA plus D eutoQ ) were calculated, 
as well as life total (LifTot, includes incubation), total active (TotA), and total 
quiescent (TotQ). In order to simplify counting elapsed time, a Pascal program
12
was written (Appendix A) that enabled the experim enter to note only if a  mite 
were active (A) or quiescent (Q) and if an egg (E) had been laid. Events that 
occurred between 2000 of one day and 0800 the next day were handled in the 
program  as though the event had occurred at the mid-point, i.e., 0200. This was 
done to minimize a possible 12 h error in recording such events in the absence of 
a  0200 observation.
Once a female mite had m atured and begun to oviposit, she was observed 
and her eggs counted once daily. Adult male mites were noted and then 
removed. Thus, all females in this experiment were unm ated, or virgin females. 
Because the individual’s entire life was spent on a disk of one of five possible 
host plant genotypes, it was expected that variations in life cycle and reproductive 
capacity were attributed to host plant.
The design was a randomized complete block blocked by date. Analyses 
of variance were conducted on length of each stage of the m ites’ life cycle (days); 
number of days of oviposition, eggs produced per day; and total eggs produced. 
The genera) linear model procedure (PROC GLM; SAS Institute 1986) was used 
with date, genotype, and date by genotype interaction as sources of variation. 




Two hundred experimental units (disks) were prepared over the course of 
the experiment, resulting in 122 female and 43 male mites reaching the adult 
stage (2.84 females: 1 male). On 24 disks, the initial eggs failed to hatch and 
eleven disks contained mites that died or were lost in an immature stage.
Date was included as a source of variation because the experiment was 
initiated on four dates. Although plants were reared under as identical conditions 
as possible, an infestation of whitefly had begun to build in the greenhouse as the 
soybean plants for the third date’s experiment emerged. Due to the nature of the 
experiment, the use of insecticides was not acceptable. The tem perature inside 
the houses often reached 43-4(?C during midday which was too hot for control by 
Encarsia formosa Gahan, so large fans were installed at one end of the benches 
to repel whitefly adults. This procedure was used for dates 3 and 4 and was 
successful in controlling the whitefly population. The plants appeared to grow 
well; however, possible host plant stress caused by the wind may account for the 
date effect seen in the analysis of variance.
Life Cycles. Overall, female mites had lengthened life cycles on dates 3 
and 4 compared to dates 1 and 2 (F = 18.91; df = 3,102; P < 0.0001) and laid 
more eggs daily (F = 4.12; df = 3,101; P =0.0084) on date 3 (Table 1) and 
fewest on date 1. D ate had no effect on total egg production nor on the m ean d 
of egg production (F  = 0.10; df = 3,101; P = 0.9575 and F 1.15; df = 3,101; P = 
0.3270).
Table 1. Egg production and life cycles of Tetranvchus urticae on four dates.3
Eaa Production Life Cvcle
n x Eaas Davb Date n Femalec I d l Date n Maled m Date
39 5.90 a 3 25 8.385 a 2 7 7.321 a 2
24 5.40 ab 4 34 8.438 a 1 12 7.635 ab 1
25 5.28 ab 2 24 9.161 b 4 13 7.923 be 3
34 4.74 b 1 39 9.176 b 3 11 8.148 c 4
Means in columns with the same letter do not differ at P = 0.05, Duncan's multiple range 
test (1955).
“virgin females at 3l,C, 50% R.H., and 14:10 photoperiod. Life cycle is given for egg-to- 
egg period.
bF = 4.12, df = 3,101, P = 0.0084. The interaction of genotype by date was not 
significant (F = 1.06, df = 12,101, P = 0.4006).
eF = 18.91, df = 3,102, P < 0.0001. The interaction of genotype by date was not
significant (F = 0.92, df = 12,101, P = 0.5271).
dF = 4.60, df = 3,24, P = 0.0111. The interaction of genotype by date was not significant 
(F = 1.36, df = 12,24, P = 0-2556).
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In one instance, there was a significant interaction between genotype and 
date where the main genotype effect was also significant. In the deutonymph 
stage (D eutoTot), the F value for the interaction was 1,92 (df = 12,102; P = 
0.0401) while the F value for the soybean genotype effect was 5.33 (df = 4,102; P 
= 0.0006) interpreted from the Type III SS. The date effect in that instance was 
also significant (F  = 12.04; df = 3,102; P < 0.001). No other significant 
interactions occurred concurrently with main effects. The life cycle of male mites 
was longest on date 4 and shortest on dates 1 and 2 (Table 1.)
Egg Production. The average num ber of eggs oviposited daily varied 
significantly by soybean genotype (F = 16.11; df = 4,101; P < 0.0001). Mites on 
PI 227687 oviposited more eggs per d (x = 7.20) than did mites on any of the 
other four varieties (Table 2). Mites on ‘Davis’, ‘C lark’ and ‘Williams’ laid the 
fewest eggs per d (x = 4.10, 4.52, and 4.72 respectively), while on ‘DSR 352’, 
mites laid an average of 5.97 eggs per d. Egg production peaked on d 5 for mites 
on each genotype except ‘Williams’ which peaked on d 3. The mean for all mites 
on all genotypes on d 5 was 8.21 eggs per female. Peak egg production varied 
significantly (F = 10.91; df = 4,93; P < 0.0001) by genotype as well (Table 2).
For the first nine days of egg production, females on PI 227687 laid more eggs 
per d than on any other genotype with one exception. On d 3, the highest daily 
egg production occurred on PI 227687 and ‘Williams’, with no significant 
difference between those two genotypes on that d.
There were significant differences in the total number of eggs laid per 
female on the five plant genotypes (F  = 8.50; df = 4,101; P < 0.0001). Average 
totals for PI 227687 and ‘DSR 352’ were 118 and 109 eggs respec.ively, more eggs
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Table 2. Egg production of Tetranvchus urticae on five 
genotypes of soybean.®
Soybean
Genotype n *x Eggs/d H Peak Eccs x Total Eggs
PI227687 24 7.20 a 11.09 a 117.96 a
DSR 352 28 5.97 b 8.79 b 109.64 ab
Williams6 23 4.72 c 7 . 95 be 85.74 be
Clark 24 4.52 c 6.77 c 69.08 cd
Davis 22 4. 10 c 6.10 c 58 .41 d
Marginal Mean 5.35 8.21 89.39
Means within columns with the same letter are not 
significantly different (P = 0.05), Duncan’s multiple range 
test (1955).
‘virgin females at 31°C. , 50% R.H., 14:10 photoperiod. 
bPeak egg production occurred on day 5 for all soybean 
genotypes but Williams which occurred on day 3.
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than were produced on ‘Clark’ (69) and ‘Davis’ (58). On ‘Williams,’ females laid 
an average total of 86 eggs, intermediate to both groups. The two top-producing 
individual females in the experiment were on ‘DSR 352’ (209 eggs in 28 d of 
oviposition) and PI 227687 (198 eggs in 32 d).
Although there were differences in total eggs oviposited and in daily egg 
production, there were no significant differences in the total num ber of d the 
mites laid eggs (F  = 1.35; df = 4,101; P = 0.2559). The mites laid eggs, on the 
average, for 16.3*1 d. T he extremes may be of interest. For example, one female 
on ‘PI 227687’ laid eggs for 32 d, resulting in a total of 198 eggs. The next 
highest was 28 d of oviposition for a female on ‘DSR 352’ that resulted in 209 
eggs, the highest number produced by any mite in the experiment. On the low 
end, a female on ‘Williams’ laid the first egg after a normal preovipositional 
period then died 2 d later without producing any more eggs. This was rare, 
however, as the next lowest egg producer laid six eggs in 8 d.
The length of the ovipositional period for the average mite on each 
genotype was also examined by determining the d on which one half of the 
original num ber of ovipositing females was still alive and producing eggs (Table 
3). Although actual longevity of females frequently extended well past the point 
at which egg laying had ceased, the longest lived female continued to produce 
eggs for 39 d; egg production totaled 156 eggs.
Developmental Time and Intrinsic rate of natural increase (r). The 
analysis of variance for development time (d in each stage) of the female mites 
showed significant differences due to genotype in DeutoA (F = 4.49; df = 4,102;
P = 0.0022), PreOvi (F = 3.03; df = 4,102; P = 0.0210), and LifTot (F = 3.39;
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Table 3. Day on which one half the original number of 
oviposting female mites remained alive.
Varietv Dav 1 Dav x
n 1/2 n
Williams 23 18. 5
DSR 352 28 18 . 5




df = 4,102; P = 0.0119) (Table 4 and Figure 2). Fem ale mites completed their 
life cycle (egg-to-egg) fastest on PI 227687, ‘DSR 352,’ and ‘Williams,’ Females 
on ‘Davis’ and ‘Clark’ took longer to develop (Table 4). There also were 
significant differences in DeutoTot (F = 5.86; df = 4,102; P = 0.0003) and TotA 
(F  = 3.11; df = 4,102; P = 0.0184) due to plant genotype.
Differences in developmental time due to host plant among 
male mites were found in the DeutoTot period only (F  = 3.14; df = 4,24; P = 
0.0330) (Table 5). The overall mean for 43 males to reach the adult stage was 
7.8023 days with no difference due to soybean genotype.
Life tables were constructed for X- urticae reared on each soybean 
genotype and for the overall, total (Tables 6-11). Mortality in the immatures was 
very low (ten mites died as immatures) and since the experiment was not 
designed to measure mortality by host plant variety per ££, the figure of 0.83, the 
overall proportion of survivors to reach the adult stage, was used in the life tables 
for the proportion of the egg cohort reaching adulthood.
Life tables were constructed by calculating the survival rate at age x (^), 
fecundity rate ( n \ ) ,  the reproductive rate (Vx = ^ n \) ,a n d  the net reproductive 
rate (Ro = S l*n\). The fecundity rate, fem ales/fem ale, (n \)w a s  corrected for 
the sex ratio by multiplying the total eggs produced each day by 0.73, the 
proportion of females. The intrinsic rate of increase for the female mites was 
computed for each of the soybean genotypes from the age-specific 
survival (U) and fecundity rates ( n \ )  for each d of egg-laying by iteratively solving 
the equation;
Zx e ™!* rtv = 1
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Table 4. Developmental time for Tetranvchus urticae
females reared on five genotypes of soybean.*
Days
Stage Davis Clark Williams DSR 3 52 PI 227687
(n = 22) (n = 24) (n = 23) (n = 28) (n = 24)
Incubation 3.432 3 .427 3.422 3 .330 3. 391 ns
LarvA 0.807 0.880 0.818 0.924 0. 854 ns
Larv Q 0.699 0. 609 0. 630 0. 571 0. 651 ns
ProtoA 0. 671 0. 651 0. 677 0.692 0. 552 ns
ProtoQ 0. 636 0. 656 0. 594 0. 621 0. 635 ns
DeutoA 0.886 a 0.939 a 0.880 a 0.813 a 0. 677 b
DeutoQ 0.921 0.823 0. 896 0. 853 0. 906 ns
PreOvi 1.028 ab 1.068 a 0.880 b 0.884 b 0. 885 b
TotA 3.392 a 3.438 a 3.255 a 3.313 a 2 . 969 b
TotQ 2.256 2 . 089 2.200 2 . 045 2 . 193 ns
LifTot 9. 080 a 8.953 ab 8.797 abc 8.688 be 8 . 552 c
Marginal Mean = 8 .8053
Means within rows with different letters are significantly 
different (P = 0.05), Duncan's multiple range test (1955); 
ns = no significant differences among means in same row, (P 
= 0.05).
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Table 5. Developmental time for Tetranvchus urticae males 
on five genotypes of soybean."
Soybean n Deutonvmph total Total development
(d) (d)
Clark 7 1.7500 a 7.804 ns
williams 11 1.6364 ab 7.955
Davis 11 1.5682 b 7.739
DSR 3 52 6 1.5208 b 7.917
PI 227687 8 1.5156 b 7 . 594
Means in columns followed by the same letter are equal (F = 
3.14; df = 4,24; P = 0.0330), Duncan's multiple range test 
(1955); ns = no significant differences (F = 0.81; df = 
4,24; P * 0.5338).
a31°C, 50% R.H.; 14:10 photoperiod.
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Table 6. Life table of Tetranvchus urticae on PI 227687





at age x 
1 *




8 . 55 24 0. 8300 2.6156 2.1709
9.55 24 0.8300 5.8400 4.8472
10. 55 23 0.7954 7.1175 5.6614
11. 55 23 0.7954 7.5540 6.0086
12 . 55 22 0.7608 8.0964 6.1600
13.55 22 0.7608 7.9307 6.0340
14 . 55 21 0.7262 7.5431 5.4782
15. 55 20 0.6917 6.9350 4.7987
16.55 20 0.6917 7.1905 4.9734
17 . 55 18 0.6225 5.3789 3.3484
18 . 55 18 0.6225 5.4341 3.3827
19 . 55 18 0.6225 5.1509 3.2064
20.55 17 0.5879 4.7662 2.8021
21. 55 15 0.5187 3.9420 2 . ;449
22 . 55 14 0.4842 4.2756 2.0701
23 . 55 11 0.3804 4.3800 1.6662
24 . 55 10 0.3458 2.9200 1.0098
25. 55 10 0.3458 2.2630 0.7826
24
Table 6. continued
26.55 9 0.3112 2.9200 0.9088
27.55 8 0.2767 2.9200 0.8079
28 . 55 7 0.2421 2.5032 0.6060
29. 55 6 0.2075 2.3119 0.4797
30. 55 6 0.2075 2.4331 0.5049
31.55 6 0.2767 0.9731 0.2692
32 . 55 5 0.1729 1.1680 0.2020
33.55 5 0.1729 1.8980 0.3282
34 - 55 4 0.1383 1.6425 0.2272
35. 55 3 0.1037 1.4600 0.1515
36. 55 3 0.1037 0.2431 0.0252
37.55 3 0.1037 0.9731 0.1010
38 . 55 2 0.0692 0.3650 0.0252
39. 55 1 0.0346 0.7300 0.0252
R0 = the sum of the lx and mx columns = 71.1058
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Table 7. Life table of Tetranvchus urticae on 'DSR 3 52'





at age ~x 
1*




8 . 69 28 0.8300 1.2512 1.0385
9. 69 28 0.8300 4.3019 3.5706
10. 69 28 0.8300 5.5794 4.6309
11.69 28 0.8300 6.2831 5.2150
12.69 28 0.8300 6.4138 5. 3234
13.69 27 0.8004 6.2729 5.0206
14 . 69 27 0.8004 5.7590 4.6092
15.69 25 0.7411 5.1976 3.8518
16.69 24 0.7114 6.2962 4.4793
17 . 69 24 0.7114 5.2012 3.7003
18.69 24 0.7114 5.2618 3.7434
19.69 23 0.6818 5.0465 3.4406
2 0.69 23 0.6818 4.3165 2 . 9429
21. 69 21 0.6225 5.7706 3 .5922
22 . 69 19 0.5632 3.7266 2.0989
23 . 69 19 0.5632 3.1886 1.7959
24 .69 18 0.5336 2.7171 1.4497
25.69 15 0.4446 3.4551 1.5363
26
Table 7. continued
26. 69 13 0.3854 3.3127 1.2766
27 . 69 11 0.3261 2.1236 0.6924
28 . 69 11 0.3261 1.7257 0.5627
29 . 69 9 0.2668 1.6221 0.4327
30 . 69 7 0.2075 2.1900 0.4544
31. 69 5 0.1482 1.7520 0.2597
32 . 69 5 0.1482 1.3140 0.1948
33 . 69 4 0.1186 1.8250 0.2164
34 . 69 2 0.0593 1.8250 0.1082
35. 69 2 0.0593 1.8250 0.1082
36 . 69 1 0.0296 0.0000 0-0000
37 . 69 1 0.0296 2.1900 0.0649
38 . 69 1 0.0296 0.7300 0.0216
R0 = the sum of the lx and mx columns = 66.4 323
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Table 8. Life table of Tetranvchus urticae on 'Williams'





at age x- 
1 *






8 . 80 23 0.8300 1.2381 1.0276
9.80 22 0.7939 3.5836 2.8450
10. 80 22 0.7939 6.2050 4.9262
11.80 22 0.7939 5.2429 4.1624
12.80 21 0.7578 5.8050 4.3992
13 . 80 21 0.7578 5.4925 4.1624
14 .80 20 0.7217 5.0056 3.6127
15.80 20 0.7217 4.6355 3.3456
16.80 20 0.7217 4.8545 3.5037
17.80 18 0.6496 3.6909 2.3975
18. 80 17 0.6135 3.9508 2.4237
19 . 80 17 0.6135 3.8646 2.3709
20.80 17 0.6135 3.0061 1.8442
21.80 16 0.5774 2.6915 1.5541
22 .80 15 0.5413 2.4820 1.3435
23.80 15 0.5413 2.4820 1.3435
24.80 13 0.4691 2.5827 1.2116
25.80 13 0.4691 1.7410 0.8168
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Table 8. icontinued
26.80 11 0.3970 2.3893 0.9484
27. 80 11 0.3970 1.2607 0.5004
28.80 10 0.3609 2.2630 0.8166
29.80 10 0.3609 1.3140 0.4742
30.80 9 0.3248 2.0279 0.6586
31.80 9 0.3248 1.5410 0.5005
32.80 6 0.2165 1.0950 0.2371
33 .80 5 0.1804 1.1680 0.2107
34 . 80 3 0.1083 0.9731 0.1053
35.80 1 0.0361 0.7300 0.0263
R„ = the sum of the 1 and columns = 51.76900 X X
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Table 9. Life table of Tetranvchus urticae on 'Clark.'
soybean genotype (31°C, 50% R.H. , 14:10 L:D photoperiod).
Age Proportion alive Number of female V*
(days) at age x progeny per female
X n 1* m„
7 . 95 24
8.95 24 0.8300 1.3381 1.1106
9.95 24 0. 8300 3.5281 2.9283
10. 95 24 0.8300 4.7450 3.9383
11. 95 22 0.7608 5.0771 3.8629
12.95 22 0.7608 4.9443 3.7618
13.95 22 0.7608 4.8114 3.6607
14 . 95 21 0.7262 4.1712 3.0293
15.95 21 0.7262 3.9281 2.8528
16. 95 20 0.6917 4.0150 2.7770
17.95 20 0,6917 3.2120 2 . 2216
18. 95 18 0.6225 3.1631 1.9690
19.95 15 0.5187 3.6011 1.8681
20.95 14 0.4842 3.2850 1.5905
21.95 13 0.4496 3.2010 1.4391
22.95 12 0.4150 3.2244 1.3381
23 .95 9 0.3112 2.4331 0.7573
24 . 95 9 0.3112 1.8659 0.5808
25.95 8 0.2767 1.9162 0.5302
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Table 9. continued
26.95 8 0.2767 1.3687 0.3787
27.95 7 0.2421 0.9388 0.2273
28.95 4 0.1383 1.8250 0.2525
29.95 2 0.0692 2.1900 0.1515
30.95 2 0.0692 2.5550 0.1767
31. 95 2 0.0692 1.4600 0.101O
32.95 2 0.0692 1.0950 0.0757
33.95 2 0.0692 0.7300 0.0505
34 . 95 1 0.0346 2.9200 0.1010
35.95 1 0.0346 0.0000 0.0000
36.95 1 0.0346 2.9200 0.1010
37 . 95 1 0.0346 0.7300 0.0252
38 . 95 1 0.0346 0.0000 0.0000
Rc - the sum of the lx and mx columns = 41.8575
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Table 10. Life table of Tetranvchus urticae on 'Davis'







Number of female 




9.08 22 0.8300 1.4600 1.211
10.08 22 0.8300 2.9528 2.4509
11. 08 21 0.7923 4.4493 3.5252
12.08 21 0.7923 4.4493 3.5252
13.08 20 0.7545 4 . 4530 3.3600
14 . 08 20 0.7545 3 . 8690 2.9193
15.08 19 0.7168 3 .9960 2 . 8644
16.08 19 0.7168 3 . 8040 2.7268
17.08 15 0.5659 3.4069 1.9279
18. 08 15 0.5659 3.5529 2.0106
19. 08 14 0.5282 2.8287 1.4941
20. 08 14 0.5282 3.1288 1.6526
21. 08 13 0.4905 2 .4148 1.1844
22.08 12 0.4527 2.6156 1.1841
23 . 08 11 0.4150 1.8578 0.7710
24 . 08 10 0.3773 1.4600 0.5508
25. 08 9 0.3395 1.3790 0.4682
2 6. 08 7 0.2641 1.1468 0.3029
32
Table 10. continued
27.08 7 0.2641 1.4600 0.3856
28.08 7 0.2641 1.1468 0.3029
29 . 08 4 0.1509 1.1461 0.1730
3 0. 08 3 0.1132 0.7300 0.0826
31. 08 3 0.1132 1.2169 0.1377
32 . 08 2 0.0755 0.0000 0.0000
33 . 08 2 0.0755 0.3650 0.0275
34.08 1 0.0377 2.9200 0.1102
35.08 1 0.0377 0.7300 0.0275
Rc = the sum of the lx and mR columns = 3 5.377 3
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Table 11. Life table of Tetranvchus urticae on five soybean







Number of female VR 
progeny per female
7.81 121
8.81 121 0.8300 115746 1.3069
9.81 120 0.8231 4.0756 3.3548
10 .81 120 0.8231 5.5906 4.6018
11.81 117 0.8026 5.7277 4.5969
12.81 113 0.7751 5.9948 4.6467
13 .81 112 0.7683 5.7356 4.4065
14.81 109 0.7477 5.3444 3.9959
15.81 105 0.7202 4.9151 3.5401
16.81 100 0.6860 5.2341 3.5903
17 .81 96 0.6585 4.2812 2.8192
18.81 91 0.6242 4.2595 2.6589
19.81 87 0.5968 4.2793 2.5538
20.81 84 0.5762 3.6763 2.1183
21.81 77 0.5282 3.2806 1.7328
22.81 71 0.4870 3.1974 1.5572
23.81 64 0.4390 2.8514 1.2518
24.81 59 0.4047 2.3878 0.9664
25.81 53 0.3636 2.2725 0.8262
34
Table 11. continued
26.81 48 0.3293 2.4331 0.8011
27.81 44 0.3018 1.7089 0.5158
28.81 36 0.2469 1.9871 0.4907
29.81 30 0.2058 1.6060 0.3305
30.81 27 0.1852 2.1090 0.3906
31.81 24 0.1646 1.3082 0.2154
32 - 81 20 0.1372 1.0950 0.1502
33 . 81 17 0.1166 1.5885 0.1852
34.81 11 0.0755 1.5264 0.1152
35.81 7 0.0480 1.2512 0.0601
36.81 5 0.0343 0.7300 0.0250
37.81 5 0.0343 1.1680 0.0401
38 . 81 3 0.0206 0.4869 0.0100
39 .81 1 0.0069 0.7300 0.0050
R0 = the sum of the lx and mM columns = 53.8592
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using Newton’s method (Appendix B). The generation time (T  = logs Ro/r), and 
the doubling time (DT = lo& 2 /r)  were calculated from the life table results 
(Birch 1948 and Poole 1974) (Table 12).
Net reproductive rates and r values reflected the variations in 
developmental times and fecundity due to genotype. The innate or intrinsic rate 
of increase was computed from values measured for daily survival and fecundity 
and reflects the fact that females m atured faster, survived longer, and oviposited 
more eggs on PI 227687 and ‘DSR 352’; hence Ro values of 71 and 66 and r = 
0.32402 and 0.29969 respectively, compared to = 35; r = 0.26018 for the most 
resistant genotype, ’Davis.’
PI 227687 also had the shortest generation time, T  = 13.16 days. 
Interestingly, ‘DSR 352’ has the longest generation time, 14 full days. Although 
the most resistant variety, ‘Davis,’ had a generation time similar to ‘DSR 352’ (T 
= 13.7 d), the net increase was only 35 females per female while ‘DSR 352’ 
increased by 66 females per female.
DISCUSSION
With one exception, the reproductive and life cycle param eters found are 
well within the range of previous workers (Table 13). The value of 71 for the net 
reproductive rate of mites reared on PI 227687 did exceed all Ro values (Table 
13). Although some differences may be due to the mating status [unmated 
females produce fewer eggs than m ated females (W heatley and Boethel 1987)], 
the fecundity of females on PI 227687 is decidedly enhanced. Overall, the results
36
Table 12 Developmental parameters for Tetranvchus urticae
on five genotypes of soybean.*
Soybean Rob rc Td (days) DT*
Davis 35.3773 0.26018 13.70632 2.6614
Clark 41.8573 0.27233 13.71225 2.5452
Williams 51.7690 0.28445 13 .87520 2.4368
DSR 3 52 66.4323 0.29969 14.00158 2.3129
PI 227687 71.1058 0.32402 13.16020 2.1392
Marginal mean 53.8592 0.29059 13.71839 2.3853
“Virgin females at 31°C; 50% R.H.; 14:10 photoperiod.
= net reproductive rate; multiplication factor per 
generation per female; Elxmx in life table.
Clntrinsic or innate rate of increase; also instantaneous 
rate of increase.
Generation time— "the mean age of females (in the cohort) 
at the birth of female offspring or the pivotal age where 
lxmK = 0.5 R0" (Bengstron, 1969).
'Doubling time in days.













Temperature 20 . 3°C 
(15-28.3°C)
21°C 29.4°C 27°C 31°C
Photoperiod
(L:D)
15.5:8.5 16:8 16: 8 14:10 14:10
Relative Humidity 65%
(55-98%)
80% 50-65% 80% 50%
Host Plant Strawberry Apple Cotton Soybean Soybean
Observation
period
6 h (dev) 
Daily (ovi)
8 h 12 h Daily 6 h (dev) 
Daily (ovi)
Female mating status Mixedb Mixedb Virgin virgin
Eaa Production
Peak day for eggs 4 5 5 5C 5C
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TSome authors' works contained more than one test parameter for temperature, plant part used, 
etc. Data were selected from test conditions pertinent to the present study.
6Not clearly stated, inferred from the narrative of the original study.
c0n all but one variety: 'Williams' peak was on day 3.
^ h e r e  differences are significant, the range is given. Where no significant differences
occur, the overall mean is reported.
'Mohammad's study did not measure developmental time. 




from this study, when intergrated with those of Laing, H erbert, Carey/Bradley, 
and M ohammad, indicate that twospotted spider mites will oviposite for 15-25 d, 
with egg production peaking on day 3-5 of oviposition, and the total eggs laid per 
female will vary greatly but an average of about 75 eggs can be expected.
Fem ales will develop in 7-16 d at 20-31°C, and males will m ature a day sooner. 
The sex ratio will be approximately 3:1 female to male. The innate capacity for 
increase will range from 0.143 to 0.372 and a generation will occur every 11 to 24 
days.
Within the test param eters of this study, significant differences in the 
biology of X  urticae exist. On the plant species, Glycine max. a range in mean 
daily egg production of 4 to 7 eggs per female occurred due to genotype. The 
range in total eggs produced per female per genotype was also quite wide as was 
developmental time.
A significant negative correlation was found between developmental time 
and the intrinsic rate of increase (r = -0.96403, t -  6.2821) (Table 14). There 
was no correlation between developmental time from egg to egg and T, 
generation time (r = 0.3864, t = 0.7257). However, a significant correlation was 
found between total egg production and FL, the net reproductive rate (r = 0.9999, 
t = 207). Because the life table constructed for each genotype began with the 
same initial survival rate, 0.83, and the same sex ratio factor, 0.73, was used to 
compute n \ , th e  significant correlation between total eggs and reflects the 
higher survival rate for females on the genotypes where they laid the most 
eggs. A susceptible host plant was thus characterized as one on which females 
developed quickest, survived longest, and produced the greatest number of eggs.
Table 14. Correlation coefficients for reproductive parameters and developmental time of 
Tetranvchus urticae.a
Egg Production Daily Total r R. T DT
Peak 0.94347 0.94301 0.99568 0.S4012
{t = 4.91) (t = 4.91) (t = 18.56) (t = 4.78)
Total 0.89462 0.9999
(t = 3.47) (t = 207)
Developmental -0.96403 .38644 0.99268
time (t = 6.28) (t = 0.72571) (t = 0.99267)
avirgin females at 31*0, 50% RH, and 14:10 photoperiod.
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Because a significant positive correlation was also found between peak egg 
production and total eggs (r = 0.9430, t = 4.9084), the interesting possibility 
arises that peak egg production (3 to 5 d into the oviposition period) might be 
used to predict relative values for r. The correlation coefficient of r, the intrinsic 
rate of increase as a function of peak egg production was 0.9958 (t = 18.56;
Table 14). This strong relationship between peak egg production and the 
intrinsic rate  of increase may allow for rapid screening of large numbers of plant 
hosts for resistance to X  urticae. The life table is still necessary for computing 
an exact value for r, but a susceptible host plant could be rapidly identified as 
that substrate on which females developed fastest and produced large numbers of 
eggs on the peak day of oviposition. In fact, W heatley and Boethel (1987) 
showed PI 227687 to be susceptible to twospotted spider mite using 5 d egg 
production only. The present study, with much more detailed life cycle 
information, resulted in exactly the same relative positions for each of the five 
soybean genotypes as found in the much abbreviated, later work using 5 d egg 
production as the sole criterion for host plant resistance.
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ABSTRACT
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Nine genotypes of soybean, Glvcine max (L.) Merrill, were tested for their 
effect on fecundity and egg hatchability of twospotted spider mites, Tetranvchus 
urticae Koch. Fecundity of both virgin and m ated females was significantly 
affected by soybean genotypes and by the mites’ mating status. The cultivar 
‘Tracy M’ dem onstrated antibiosis to X  urticae by reducing egg production. Plant 
Introduction 227687, which has dem onstrated resistance to soybean insects, did 
not inhibit egg production by mites. DSR 352 and PI 227687 were the most 
susceptible genotypes in the study. Mated females laid more eggs than virgin 
females. Hatchability of eggs was not affected by soybean genotype or mating 
status.
INTRODUCTION
Plant-feeding spider mites of the family Tetranychidae are important pests 
of soybean, Glycine max (L.) Merrill, in areas where hot, dry conditions occur 
(Poe 1980). In other areas, mites are potentially serious pests when normal 
weather gives way to the droughty conditions that favor their development. 
Considered the most destructive pest of soybeans in California’s interior valleys 
(Carlson 1969), mites have also occurred in outbreak populations in Delaware 
(Baker and Connell 1961). The literature contains scattered references to similar 
sporadic outbreaks. Injury results in defoliation with corresponding reduction in 
dry m atter production and yield.
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Previous investigators (Param eswarappa et al. 1974; Bailey and Furr 1975; 
Cadapan 1976; Carlson et al. 1979; Rodriguez et al. 1983) have approached mite 
resistance in soybeans by examining host plant param eters and responses such as 
foliage damage, dry-matter production, and yield. A study by Mohammad (1984) 
focused on mite biology and measured population growth, life span, and 
fecundity. However, none of the previous studies has addressed the impact of 
cultivar differences on hatchability of eggs. O ur study investigated fecundity and 
hatchability of twospotted spider mite eggs when the female mites were reared on 
nine genotypes of soybean. In addition, fecundity and hatchability were examined 
for both fertilized and unfertilized females because differences in these traits 
could indicate a mechanism affecting the male population.
MATERIALS AND M ETHODS
Soybean Genotypes. Soybean genotypes used included six commercial 
cultivars from three maturity groups (Dairyland ‘DSR 352’ and ‘Williams,’ Group 
III; ‘Clark 63,’ Group IV; and ‘Davis,’ ‘Tracy M,’ and ‘Centennial,’ Group VI) and 
three plant introductions (Pis 171451, 227687, and 229358). ‘Williams,’ ‘DSR 
352,’ and ‘Clark 63’ are three soybean cultivars commonly grown in the 
midwestem United States that also are grown in the interior valleys of California, 
where spider mites have been the major arthropod pest. ‘Davis,’ ‘Centennial,’ 
and ‘Tracy M’ are commonly grown in Louisiana and other southeastern states. 
Each of the three Pis used have dem onstrated resistance to several insect pests in
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previous studies (Van Duyn et al. 1971; Clark et al. 1972; Hatchett et al. 1976; 
Smith and Gilm an 1981; O rr and Boethel 1985).
Soybeans were raised in the greenhouse during May and June, 1986. The 
beans were grown in Sunshine Mix1*, a commercial potting mix, using standard 
greenhouse procedures. When the plants reached the V4 (Fehr and Caviness 
1977) stage of development, the second trifoliate leaf was removed and examined 
in the lab. If present, extraneous fauna was physically removed. Leaf disks (22 
mm diam) were punched from the leaflets and ten disks placed adaxial side up, 
on a pad of moistened cotton wadding in one of six large, uncovered Petri dishes 
(150 mm diam) that made up an experimental block. A block of six dishes was 
set up weekly for five consecutive weeks. The Petri dishes were placed in a 
growth cham ber and m aintained at 31°C, 50% RH  (± 5%), photoperiod of 14:10 
L /D .
Spider Mites. Mites used were initially obtained from cotton plants in a 
greenhouse on the campus of Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA. A 
lab culture was maintained on Henderson lima beans (Phaseolus limensis var. 
limenanus MacFadyen) under ambient conditions, ca. 23PC, and 45% RH. A 
photoperiod of 14:10 L /D  was m aintained for colony rearing.
T hree females mites from the colony were placed on each leaf disk and 
allowed to lay eggs for 24 hrs, after which the females were removed. Parental 
females were uniformly young colonizers chosen from fresh, upper leaves on the 
lima bean plants. Disks were checked daily for egg hatch and subsequent 
development of the mites. Because it is difficult to differentiate between 
imm ature males and females, all mites on each disk were allowed to develop to
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the adult stage, and then the population of each disk was reduced to one female. 
Females that developed on a disk on which no males had emerged were virgin 
females, while females that developed on disks simultaneously with male adults 
were presumed to have mated, since mating usually occurs immediately after the 
last molt of the female (Boudreaux 1963). Females and males were also allowed 
to rem ain together for 24 hrs to ensure that mating had occurred. The 
experiment consisted of 205 virgin females and 151 mated females.
Adult female mites were allowed to lay eggs for 5.5 days and then were 
removed from the disks and the eggs counted. U nder conditions similar to this 
test, X  urticae reared on the same nine soybean genotypes had been found to 
reach peak egg production in 5 days (unpublished data). As a definitive check on 
maternal mating status, mites were allowed to develop to the deutonymph or 
teneral adult stage for sexing. Since X  urticae is capable of arrhenotokous 
reproduction, virgin females produced males only while m ated females produced 
female and male progeny. Sexed progeny were counted and removed daily until 
all eggs had hatched or had failed to develop normally and were obviously not 
going to hatch.
Analyses of variance were conducted on both fecundity and percent 
hatchability using a general linear models procedure (SAS Institute 1982). Means 
that differed at the 5%  level of significance were separated by Duncan’s multiple 
range test (Duncan 1955).
RESULTS
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Fecundity. Soybean genotypes exerted significant effects (F  = 10.61, df = 
8,50, P < 0.0001) on total egg production (Table 1). Mites laid fewest eggs on 
‘Tracy M’ compared with all other genotypes of soybean. The highest egg 
production count was recorded on ‘DSR 352’ and PI 227687, both of which had 
ca. a 2-fold increase in egg production compared with ‘Tracy M.’ The other six 
genotypes fell into an interm ediate category.
Mating status significantly affected fecundity (F = 14.28, df = 1, 50, P = 
0.0004). The average m ated mite laid 6.6% more eggs than a virgin female. 
Although egg production was affected by both genotype and mating status, no 
interaction of genotype and mating status occurred (F = 0.47, df = 8, 50, P = 
0.8682
Hatchability. Although a numerical difference was present, there was no 
significant difference (a = 0.05) in percent hatchability of eggs produced by either 
m ated or unmated J .  urticae females. The m ean percent hatch for all mites in 
the study was 96.3% and ranged from a low of 93.9% on PI 171451 to a high of 
98.3% on Centennial. An arcsine transformation was done on hatchability 
percentages, but the differences were still not statistically significant.
DISCUSSION
Fecundity. Twospotted spider mites lay 90 to 100 eggs during an average 
life span of 30 days (Jeppson et al. 1975). During the 5.5 days allowed in the test
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Table 1. Fecundity of Tetranvchus urticae females on nine
genotypes of soybean. Baton Rouge, LA 1986.
Virgin females Mated females Marginal means 
Genotype n "x eggs n x eggs n 3? eggs* SE
DSR 3 52 22 58.7 12 64 . 0 34 60.6 a 2 .13
PI 227687 28 54. 3 18 62 - 3 46 57.4 a 1.60
Williams 24 45.7 17 50. 2 41 47 . 5 b 2 . 09
PI 171451 17 39. 2 15 48 . 3 32 43.5 b 1. 88
Clark 63 23 40.8 15 46.1 38 42.9 b 2.43
Davis 30 44.7 22 46.0 52 45. 3 b 1.49
PI 229358 23 44 . 6 18 41.8 41 43.4 b 1.97
Centennial 19 44 .8 15 39.5 34 42 . 8 b 1. 86
Tracy M 19 30.2 19 41.3 38 35.8 c 1.99
Marginal means; 4 5.5 a 48.4 b
♦Means in columns followed by the same letter are not 
significantly different, a = 0.05; Duncan's (1955) multiple 
range test.
r Means in rows followed by the same letter are not 
signficantly different (F = 14.28, df = 1, 50, P = 0.0004).
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for oviposition, both virgin and mated female mites produced about half their 
average egg numbers. Soybean plant introductions that have dem onstrated insect 
resistance in previous studies were not resistant to twospotted spider mites. Total 
egg production for mites on plant introductions varied from most susceptible (PI 
227687), to intermediate resistance (Pis 229358 and 171451). The cultivar 
‘Williams,’ which has dem onstrated field tolerance to spider mites (Cadapan 1976; 
Carlson 1979 _£}_&).; Rodriguez et al. 1983), failed to exhibit resistance in our 
study that tested antibiosis. ‘Tracy M’ inhibited egg production to a significant 
extent in both virgin and m ated X  urticae. A selection from Tracy, ‘Tracy M ’ is 
tolerant to the herbicide metribuzin. ‘Tracy’ and ‘Tracy M’ have also been 
identified as being interm ediate in resistance to feeding by foliar-feeding insects 
(E. E. Hartwig, personal communication). Both have been used as intermediate 
checks in screening breeding lines for resistance to insect soybean pests.
Although it has been assumed that the fertilization status of X- urticae 
females has no effect on fecundity (Overm eer and Harrison 1969 and Helle and 
Overm eer 1973), Wrensch and Young (1975) found that fertilized females 
produced about 12% more eggs than unfertilized females. In an earlier study, 
Boudreaux (1969) noted that in a related species. T. neocaledonicus Andre, 
unfertilized females produced fewer eggs than fertilized females. The present 
work supports the observation that fertilized females of X* urticae produce more 
eggs than unfertilized females regardless of diet. In the present study, there were 
only two instances in which virgin females produced more eggs than mated 
females on a specific genotype (Table 1). The m ean num ber of eggs laid by 
m ated females was 6.6% greater overall than that for virgin females.
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Hatchability. Because there were no significant differences in percent 
hatchability among any of the soybean genotypes for virgin or m ated mites, 
resistance as reflected by differential hatchability was not exhibited. The overall 
percent egg hatchability in our study was 96.3%, very similar to that reported by 
W rensch and Young (1975), who found hatchability of eggs to be uniformly high 
(marginal m ean = 95.3%) for both fertilized and unfertilized females. We 
conclude therefore that the male population was not affected, at least to the 
extent that could be m easured by a difference in hatchability between haploid 
and diploid individuals.
The cultivar ‘Tracy M’ shows potential as a line with resistance to 
twospotted spider mite. The plant introductions used in this study have shown 
high degrees of resistance to a wide range of soybean insect pests. However, not 
only was resistance among the plant introductions not exhibited to twospotted 
spider mites, but in the case of PI 227687, susceptibility was also found.
Advanced breeding lines and commercial cultivars having these lines as parents 
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The population of a predaceous mite, Phvtoseiulus persimilis Athias- 
Henriot, and its prey, Tetranvchus urticae Koch, was examined on a mite resistant 
and susceptible soybean [Glycine max (L-) Merrill] cultivar in the laboratory. 
Leaflets of resistant and susceptible soybean were infested with three initial 
population levels of female X  urticae adults. An adult female X  persimilis was 
later placed on half of the leaflets while the others served as controls.
Populations of both mite species were monitored over a 5 d period. Eggs, 
immatures, and adult prey and predator mites were counted daily. Both 
predation and the resistant soybean cultivar reduced the phytophagous mite 
population, with the predation effect being the more pronounced. When 
adequate prey were available, there was no indication of antibiosis effects on the 
predator’s population from feeding on prey reared on resistant host plant 
material. The P. persimilis population was reduced only at the lowest prey 
density due to lack of prey and subsequent cannibalism. There was no indication 
of interaction of predation by X  persimilis and soybean cultivar on T. urticae 
mortality.
INTRODUCTION
The basis for the study of host plant resistance (H PR ) is that all plants are 
not equally susceptible to all arthropod pests. Early investigators reasoned that
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H PR could affect natural enemies of the pests as well as the pests themselves 
(Flanders 1942, Painter 1951). In considering possible limitations in the use of 
insect resistant cultivars, a warning was sounded in 1969 that "with some insect- 
plant relationships, the effect could be adverse instead of favorable" (NAS 1969).
Although the ability to predict the effects of resistant cultivars on 
biological control agents is limited, recent studies of parasitoids reared on hosts 
fed resistant soybean genotypes have shown lengthened developmental times, 
reduced growth rates, reduced survival, reduced emergence, reduced longevity, 
and lowered total fecundity of these natural enemies (Yanes & Boethel 1983, 
Powell & Lam bert 1984, O rr & Boethel 1985, G rant & Shepard 1985, O rr et al. 
1985, Beach & Todd 1986, Dover et al. 1987, Rogers & Sullivan 1987a). Studies 
on predators have not been as common, but similar adverse effects were seen 
when the predators, Podisus maculiventris (Say) and Geocoris punctipes (Say), 
were reared on hosts fed resistant soybean foliage (O rr & Boethel 1986, Rogers 
& Sullivan 1986). Plant antibiosis was also evident through four trophic levels in 
a soybean-pest-predator-parasitoid system studied by O rr & Boethel (1986). 
Similar studies on other agricultural crops and non-cultivated plants have 
documented adverse effects on natural enemies when hosts were fed resistant 
plants (Boethel & Eikenbary 1986).
Most research on interactions of H PR with biological control has involved 
examination of effects on individual insects. The importance of studying the 
impact of resistant host plants on multiple generations of natural enemies was 
shown by Starks et al. (1972) and van Endem (1986) working on barley and
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Brussels sprouts, respectively. Such research is lacking on soybean, nor have any 
investigators explored HPR in mite predator-prey systems.
This paper reports on the population of a predatory mite, Phytoseiulus 
persimilis Athias-Henriot, and its host, the twospotted spider mite, Tetranvchus 
urticae Koch, on a susceptible and a  resistant cultivar of soybean, Glycine max 
(L.) Merrill. The objectives were 1) to determine the ability of the predator to 
regulate its prey populations on susceptible and resistant plant material and 2) to 
identify effects of soybean genotype on predator population development.
MATERIALS AND M ETHODS
Plant Hosts. Two cultivars of soybean were used, ‘DSR-352’ and ‘Tracy 
M’. ‘DSR-352’ is a Dairyland Seed Company (Clinton, Wisconsin) cultivar of 
maturity group III. A previous study with ‘DSR-352’ (W heatley & Boethel 1987) 
showed that it was relatively susceptible to X  urticae. For purposes of this 
experiment, ‘DSR-352’ is designated "susceptible". ‘Tracy M’ is a maturity group 
VI cultivar that exhibited resistance to the spider mites in the same experiment. 
Mites oviposited about one-half the number of eggs on ‘Tracy M’ as they did on 
‘DSR-352’. ‘Tracy M’ is designated "resistant" in the current experiment.
Resistant and susceptible plants were grown in the greenhouse during July- 
O ctober 1986. Supplementary halide lamps above the benches were set for 14:10 
photoperiod to ensure adequate light during the entire period of growth. Seed 
was sown directly into 3.78 liter plastic pots filled with Sunshine Mix (R) (Fisons 
W estern Corp., Vancouver, B.C. Canada), a commercial potting mix, and plants
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were watered as needed. Leaves (V3) from V4 developmental stage plants (Fehr 
& Caviness 1977) were used throughout the experiment.
Phytophagous Mites. The spider mites used in the experiment were from 
a laboratory colony of X  urticae established in 1985 at Louisiana State 
University. The colony was m aintained on dwarf bush lima beans (Phaseolus 
limensis var. lime nanus MacFadyen) and kept at 14:10 photoperiod, and ambient 
tem peratures, ca. 2TC.
Cohorts of prey mites were established on leaflets of the susceptible and 
resistant plants. Resistant host plant leaflets were placed onto saturated cotton 
wadding, two leaflets in each 155 mm Petri dish. Fifty young colonizer females 
from the laboratory colony were transferred onto the leaflets and allowed to lay 
eggs for 30 min; females were removed and eggs were allowed to develop. This 
procedure resulted in a  pool of spider mites of a known age to use as test 
animals. The colony females were m ated as evidenced by the subsequent mix of 
female and male progeny. The procedure was repeated on susceptible leaflets 
the following day because previous work (authors’, unpublished data) had showt: 
that differential developmental times occurred in X- urticae reared under the 
same conditions on these two soybean cultivars. Mites developed faster (ca. 0.5 
from egg to egg) on ‘DSR-352’. Because a chronological cohort was not 
necessarily a phenological cohort, setting up experimental animals on consecutive 
days gave a pool of test animals of as close to identical phenological development 
as possible.
Spider mites chosen for the experiment were 8 or 9 d-old, mated, teneral 
female adults from the cohorts in which the characteristic two spots had just
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become visible. Male mites in the cohorts developed about 24 h earlier than the 
females and mating was observed. Cohorts were m aintained in a tem perature 
chamber at 31°C, 14:10 photoperiod, and 50 * 5 RH.
Predator Mites. A  laboratory colony of £. persimilis (high tem perature 
strain) was started in July 1986 from an initial shipment from Biotactics, Inc. 
(Riverside, CA). The colony was maintained on X  urticae reared on dwarf bush 
lima beans. The predator colony was kept in a tem perature cham ber at 31°C, 
14:10 photoperiod, and 50* 5% RH.
Because of their shorter life cycle, the predator cohorts were started 48 h 
after those of the prey mites. About 50 spider mite female colonizers from the 
laboratory colony were transferred onto resistant and susceptible leaflets set up as 
described in the procedure for the prey cohort. After the spider mite females 
had been allowed to oviposit for 24 h, 15 X- persimilis female adults from the 
colony were transferred onto each leaflet. Predator females were allowed to 
oviposit for 30 min and then removed. To ensure a sufficient supply of prey for 
the development of the predator progeny, the spider mite females were allowed 
to remain on the leaflets an additional 24 h after the predator females were 
removed. This procedure was also carried out on 2 consecutive d. Predator 
cohorts were maintained in a tem perature cham ber at 3T C , 14:10 photoperiod, 
and 50 ,+ 5% RH. Mating among the predator mites was observed, and mated 
females were used in the experiments.
Experimental Method. Twenty-four h prior to establishing the spider mite 
females on the leaflets of the experimental units, leaves of susceptible and 
resistant soybeans were harvested from the greenhouse plant nursery. The plant
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material was brought into the laboratory and examined for extraneous fauna that 
was physically removed as necessary. The area of each leaflet was m easured 
using an area m eter (LI-COR LI-3100, Lincoln, Nebr.) and recorded. Leaflets 
were placed adaxial side up on a pad of cotton wadding saturated with deionized 
water in 155 mm glass Petri dishes; one leaflet to a dish. A short portion (ca. 5 
mm) of each leaflet’s petiole was left intact and em bedded in the cotton wadding. 
A sticky petroleum  product was spread on the surface of the cotton wadding ca.
12 mm from the perim eter of each leaflet to serve as a barrier confining the 
mites to their experimental unit.
Adult female spider mites from the resistant and susceptible cohorts were 
placed onto the respective resistant and susceptible leaflets. Initially, population 
levels of either three or six spider mite females were used. In a second phase of 
the experiment, 12 prey mites were used to start the leaflet colonies. The spider 
mites were allowed to oviposit for 24 h before predator mite introduction. One 
predator female adult from either the resistant or susceptible predator cohort was 
placed onto each appropriate leaflet, i.e., one female predator from the resistant 
cohort was put on each of the resistant leaflets and one female predator from the 
susceptible cohort was placed onto each of the susceptible leaflets. H alf of the 
leaflets contained no predators and these made up the control group. Predators 
were not starved prior to their use in the experiment.
Twenty-four h after the predators had been introduced (48 h after the 
spider mites had been introduced), populations of both mite species on each 
leaflet were counted and recorded (Day 1). Daily counts were made at the same 
time each day thereafter for five days (Table 1). Click counters and dissecting
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T a b l e  1 .  T e t r a n v c h u s  u r t i c a e  f o r m s *  p e r  l e a f l e t  o n  r e s i s t a n t  
and s u s c e p t i b l e  s o y b e a n s ,  w i t h  a n d  w i t h o u t  p r e d a t o r .
M e a n  n o .  u r t i c a e / l e a f l e t  o n  
T r e a t m e n t  N o .  o f  D a y e
o c m b i n a t i o n b l e a f l e t s  1 2 3 4 5
IP L d = 3
s - 1 6 5 0 9 1 1 3 4 1 7 9 2 0 3
s + 1 6 4 0 5 3 5 3 3 9 23
R - 1 7 37 7 2 1 0 9 1 3 5 1 5 2
R+ 1 4 2 1 1 5 9 4 3
I P L  =  6
S - 1 7 1 0 5 1 9 3 2 8 0 3 5 8 4 1 2
S + 1 5 8 8 1 3 1 1 6 5 1 6 4 1 2 6
R - 1 7 8 2 1 4 8 2 1 0 2 6 4 2 9 0
R+ 1 7 5 6 8 0 9 2 7 1 3 5
I P L  =  1 2
S - 1 8 2 6 7 4 0 6 5 3 6 6 2 3 6 6 0
S + 1 9 2 3 7 3 3 8 3 8 8 3 6 0 2 9 0
R - 2 2 1 9 8 3 2 0 4 0 3 4 4 8 4 5 1
R+ 2 2 1 7 7 2 5 6 2 7 4 2 2 9 1 3 3
* E g g s ,  i m m a t u r e s ,  a n d  a d u l t s  ( t o t a l ) .
bS =  S u s c e p t i b l e ;  R =  R e s i s t a n t ;  ( - )  =  w i t h o u t  p r e d a t o r ;  ( + )  
= w i t h  p r e d a t o r .
cD a y  1 c o u n t  b e g a n  2 4  h  a f t e r  p r e d a t o r  i n t r o d u c t i o n  a n d  4 8  h  
a f t e r  c o l o n i z e r s  i n t r o d u c t i o n .
dI P L  i s  t h e  i n i t i a l  p o p u l a t i o n  l e v e l  o f  f e m a l e  c o l o n i z e r s  
p u t  o n  e a c h  l e a f l e t .
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microscopes were utilized for the counting due to the high numbers of mite forms 
present after the first few days. All stages (egg, immatures, and adults) of both 
species were recorded separately. No differentiation was made betw een the sexes 
other than to ascertain the presence of females among the prey progeny to ensure 
that mating had occurred in the cohorts since X  urticae is an arrhentokous 
species.
Treatm ents were (1) status of the leaflet (resistant [R] or susceptible [S]) 
and (2) predator (present [ + ] or absent [-]). All combinations of the treatm ents 
were examined at two populations of spider mites (3 and 6 females), yielding two 
x two x two = eight possible combinations of experimental units: 3R + , 3R-,
3S + , 3S-, 6R + , 6R-, 6S + , 6S-. An experimental block consisted of one each of 
the eight experimental units. Units were placed randomly within each block and 
put in the bioclimatic chamber, resulting in a randomized complete block design 
for the experiment.
In a second phase of the experiment, the initial population level (IPL) of 
the twospotted spider mites was increased to 12 colonizing females. Everything 
else rem ained as described above. In this phase, there were four possible 
combinations (12R + , 12R-, 12S + , and 12S-) also arranged in a randomized 
complete block design.
Within each of the three population levels of spider mites, a two-way 
factorial analysis was performed using the general linear models procedure (SAS 
Institute 1985) to compare the effects of cultivar, predation, and the interaction of 
cultivar x predation on population of X- urticae. Leaflet area and X. persimilis 
populations were compared using t-tests.
RESULTS
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Leaf Area. The leaves of the resistant plants were larger than those of the 
susceptible variety ( ‘DSR-352’: x = 18.10 sq cm; n = 105; ‘Tracy M ’: x = 19.17 sq 
cm; n = 113; t = 2.1983 df = 216; P < 0.05). This difference was not a limiting 
factor for spider mite populations over the 6 d of the experiment. Within each 
initial population level, the spider mite populations on susceptible leaflets without 
predators were consistently greater than the populations on the resistant leaflets 
without predators.
Spider Mite Populations. As expected, ‘Tracy M’ dem onstrated resistance 
to X  urticae. Over the entire 5 d evaluation period, spider mite populations on 
the resistant cultivar ranged from 26 to 41 percent smaller than those on the 
susceptible cultivar. For all IPL, there were significantly fewer spider mites found 
on resistant than on susceptible soybean leaflets (day 5, IPL = 3: F = 11, df = 
42, P < 0.01; IPL = 6: F = 31, df = 45, P < 0.0001; IPL = 1 2 :  F = 27, df = 
55, P < 0.001) (Fig. 1). Significant differences in spider mite populations due to 
cultivar were evident on day 1 and differences persisted through the duration of 
the experiment.
Predation also had a measurable effect on X  urticae's population 
development. There were significantly fewer spider mites on leaflets containing 
predators for both cultivars (day 5, IPL = 3: F = 251, df = 42, P < 0.0001; IPL 
= 6: F = 209, df - 45, P < 0.0001; IPL = 12: F = 92, df = 55, P < 0.0001)
(Fig. 2). Significant differences in spider mite populations due to predation alone 
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DAYS AFTER PREDATOR INTRODUCTION
Figure 1. Mean number of twospotted spider mite forms per leaflet for five days on (1) 
susceptible and resistant soybeans and (2) with and without a predator (two-way 
ANOVA). Initial population level (IPL) represents female spider mite colonizers 
















Figure 2. Effects of predation, soybean cultivar, and interaction (predation x cultivar) on 
population of twospotted spider mites. Number at the top of each bar is the mean 
number mites/leaflet at the end of five days’ predation. (-) indicates no predator, 
(+) indicates predator present, (S) is susceptible, and (R) is resistant cultivar.
-jhj
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evident on the most highly populated level (12 colonizers) by day 2. After day 2, 
there were significantly higher populations of spider mites on leaflets without 
predators. This continued until the end of the experiment. After 5 d, leaflets 
with predators at IPL of 3, 6, and 12 had 93, 78 and 67 percent fewer spider 
mites (respectively) as compared to the leaflets without predators (Fig. 2),
Both cultivar and predation alone accounted for significant reductions in 
the spider mite populations, but there was no statistically significant interaction of 
these factors, rather, a simple additive effect of these two factors was evident 
(Fig. 3). Two-way ANOVA’s for the interaction of predator x cultivar yielded the 
following statistics for day 5: IPL = 3: F  = 2.66, PR > F = 0.1103; IPL = 6: F 
= 1.15 PR > F = 0.2888; and IPL = 1 2 :  F = 0.46, PR > F = 0.4983. The F 
values for the earlier days were even smaller. Thus, no significant interactions of 
predation and cultivar occurred.
Predator populations. Total predator populations for the 5 d of predation 
are shown in Fig. 4. At IPL 3, the predator population on the susceptible leaflets 
was significantly greater (t = -4.55; df = 28, P < 0.0001 and t = -4.27; df = 28, P 
< 0.001) than on the resistant leaflets after four and five days of predation 
respectively. Direct observation revealed that the reduction in predators at IPL 
= 3 was due to the absence of sufficient prey on the resistant leaflets, resulting in 
emigration and cannibalism among the predators.
Adult predators were able and inclined to traverse the wet cotton in search 
of additional prey when all the prey on a  leaflet were consumed, ultimately 
becoming entangled in the sticky petroleum product. However, the saturated 






























DAYS AFTER PREDATOR INTRODUCTION
Figure 3. Predator and prey (twospotted spider mite) mite populations on susceptible and 
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Although female adult predators were disposed to leave, immature predators 
stayed on the leaflets and fed on their siblings and sibling eggs. Cannibalism 
caused a significant decline in the number of predator eggs (t = -2.78, df = 28, P 
< 0.01 and t = -2.39, df = 28, P < 0.05) and immatures (t = -2.68, df = 28, P < 
0.01 and t = -3.26, df = 28, P < 0.005) on days 4 and 5 respectively (Fig. 4).
At the higher levels of initial prey density (IPL = 6 and 12), there were no 
significant differences throughout the experiment in the predator population due 
to cultivar.
DISCUSSION
Although the leaflets of the resistant cultivar were larger by an average of 
1.17 cm1, in all instances, spider mite populations were greater on susceptible 
leaflets than on resistant leaflets in the absence of a predator. Thus, leaf area 
was not considered a factor in intraspecific competition among prey mites.
Host plant resistance m easured in an earlier experiment (W heatley & 
Boethel 1987) was again manifested as evidenced by fewer spider mites on ‘Tracy 
M’ than on ‘DSR 352.’ The S /R  ratio based on egg production in the earlier 
experiment was 1.56. In this experiment, and based on total population after six 
days, the overall S /R  ratio was 1.48 in the absence of a  predator and 2.18 with a 
predator (IPL = 12). The increase in relative resistance is in agreem ent with van 
Em den’s research with HPR and parasitoids (van Emden 1986), but in our 
studies, the increase occurred as a result of predation. It should be noted that
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the magnification effect in this experiment was not pronounced until the fourth 
and fifth day of the experiments.
Host plant resistance did not exert as profound a reduction in prey mite 
populations as did predation by the phytoseiid females and their progeny. In a 
period of 5 d, the predators had a dram atic effect on X  urticae’s population. At 
IPL = 3, the predators quickly exploited the supply of prey and were forced to 
cannibalize young siblings to the ultimate detrim ent of their population. With 
more prey available (IPL = 6 and 12), the predators were able to achieve rapid 
population growth.
The inability of three adult spider mites to produce enough eggs and 
progeny on the resistant leaflets to satiate the predator population resulted in 
emigration into the sticky barrier by the adult predators and to cannibalism by 
the remaining predator young. The adult female predators’ proclivity to attem pt 
emigration as prey density decreased agrees with the findings of Sabelis (1981). 
However, the juvenile predators did not emigrate in our experiment, again 
agreeing with Sabelis’ observations that juvenile predators and unfertilized 
females show a low tendency to disperse. In addition, adult predators on the 
more sparsely populated resistant leaflets were apt to find and kill the oviposting 
prey females while the predators on the susceptible leaflets had an abundant 
supply of spider mite eggs and immatures on which to feed. At higher initial prey 
populations, this early kill-off of adult spider mites was not evident.
Based on the population development of predators on the resictant 
soybean cultivar, there was no indication that any antibiosis effect persisted 
through the third trophic level, i.e., the predators. The plant substance or
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characteristic that is responsible for decreased fecundity of X  urticae in ‘Tracy M’ 
does not appear to harm  £. persimilis to an extent m easurable in this experiment.
In the system examined, biological control of X* urticae by X  persimilis 
appeared compatible with the use of HPR. Although there was no measurable 
interaction between cultivar and predation, there was an additive effect on those 
resistant leaflets containing predators. In practice, this would indicate that 
smaller initial populations of p . persimilis could control X. urticae on resistant 
plants than on susceptible plants. Additionally, the same number of predators 
could control a higher initial spider mite population on resistant than on 
susceptible plants, an d /o r a like population of predators could achieve control of 
spider mites faster on resistant than on susceptible soybeans.
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Spider mites are a pest of soybeans in the western United States, but only 
occasional outbreaks have been experienced in the rest of the country’s soybean 
growing areas. When mites do occur, however, they can be devastating. Their 
claw-like m outhparts quickly cause dessication in droughty plants and complete 
crop loss is not unusual under those circumstances. No miticides are registered 
on soybean, and of the insecticides registered for mite control on soybean 
(dim ethoate, ethyl and methyl parathion, chlorpyrifos, aldicarb, Safer11 insecticidal 
soap), many have been in short supply when area-wide mite infestations occurred. 
In addition, most of these materials are broad spectrum and can be expected to 
disrupt normal biological control agents in sprayed fields.
The incorporation of host plant resistance is an attractive alternative to the 
use of insecticides from an environmental as well as economic standpoint. PI 
227687 and possibly other insect-resistant genotypes should be approached 
cautiously, however, in light of dem onstrated susceptibility to spider mites. The 
peak egg production technique could be a useful screening tool for examining 
large numbers of plant genotypes for spider mite resistance.
Possible major physiological differences between insects and spider mites 
were identified by the results of this study. Further work into the mechanisms for 
these diametrically opposed reactions to the same plant m aterial, i.e., PI 227687, 
would be interesting. The seeming immunity of male spider mites to antibiotic 




EXAMPLE INPUT FILE 
FOR THE L i f e  C y c l e  P roQ ran
PLATE 1
FFFFF M FFF
3 EE E EE Mey 2 0 , 19 8 5
IE EE E EEE May 2 1 , 1 9 5 5
2E EEE E EEE
3E EEE E EEE
IE EEE E EEE May 2 2 , 19 8 5
2E EEE E EEE
3E EEE E EEE
1EEEEE E EEE May 2 3 , 1 9 8 5
2EEEEE E EEE
3EEEEE E EEE
1EEEAA A AAA May 2 4 , 1 9 8 5
2AEEAA A AAA
3AEAQA Q QOO
1AEAAQ A AAA May 2 5 , 1 9 8 5
2QEAAQ A AAA
30E00Q Q AAQ
1AA0AA A QQA May 2 6 , 19 8 5
2AAAAQ A AAA
3QAAAQ A AAQ
lOOQOA 0 QQQ May 2 7 , 1 9 8 5
2AQQQA 0 QQA
3AAAOA A QQA
1QAAAQ A AAE May 2 8 , 1 9 8 5
20Q0A0 A AA «
3QQQEA A AA •
1 AAA A A AE May 2 9 , 1 9 8 5
2 AAA A A E •
3AQA A A *
1AQA E A May 3 0 , 1985
2EAA A «
3 AE A •
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PR06RAM 1 1 f  e C y c 1e e ( INPUT, OUTPUT >;
< **U+,C+« >
( *  T h i s  p r o g r a m  r e a d s  e a c h  f i l e  ( p l a t e )  a n d  c a l c u l a t e s  t h e  t i n e  
i n  e a c h  s t a g e  o f  d e v e l o p m e n t .  At t h e  e n d ,  t h e  r e s u l t s  a r e  
p r i n t e d  f o r  e a c h  s t a g e  e n d  s t a t e  o f  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  t h e  m i t e .  
In  e a c h  f i l e ,  t h e r e  a r e  t e n  c o l u m n s .  S i n c e  f i v e  v a r i e t i e s  a r e  
c o n s i d e r e d ,  c o l u m n s  1 a n d  5 ,  2 and 6 ,  e t c .  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  t h e  
same v a r i e t y .
T h i s  p r o g r a m  c a n  h a n d l e  a n y  n u n b e r  o f  f i l e s .
C o p y r i g h t :  1 9 9 0 ,  W h e a t l e y  & W h e a t l e y
* )
TYPE
d a y s r e s u l t s  * RECORD 
q u a r t e r  ; INTE6ER;  
s t a t u s  : ARRAY!1 . . 1 0 1  OF CHAR; 
d a t e  : STRING!2 0 1  END;
s t a g e s  “ ( l a r v a , p r o t o , d e u t e r o , p r e O v i d ); 
s t a t e s  “ ( a c t i v e , q u i e s c e n t  );
s e x  -  ( m a l e , f e m a l e , n o n e ); ( •  NONE: i n  c a s e  e g g  d o e s  n o t  h a t c h  • )
s m a l l A r r a y  -  ARRAY!1 . . 1 0 1  OF REAL;
b i g A r r a y  “ ARRAY! l a r v a . . p r e O v i d l  OF s n a l l A r r a y ;
n a m e F i l e  -  ARRAY!1 . . 4 0 ]  o f  s t r i n g ! 7 1 ;
VAR
f n  -• n a m e F i l e ;
p l a t e N u m b e r  • STRING!1 01;
d a t e _ o f _ e x p e r i n e n t , 
f i l e n a m e  = S T R I N 6 I 2 0 1 ;
c h  : CHAR;
o u t  f i l e ,  
f i l e v a r
n u n ,
i .  J .  
r o w , c o l , 
s t a r t , k , 1 ,  
n u m O f F l l e s  
s t o r e  r e a l ;
p l a t e ,  d a t e  A R R A Y I 1 . .4 0 1  o f  INTEGER;
d a i l y r e e o r d  = ARRAY!1 . . 7 5 1  OF d a y s r e s u l t s ;  ( «  RECORO o f  EACH
TEXT;
< * OUTPUT FILE •>  
( «  INPUT FILE *>
INTEGER;
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DAY'S OBSERVATIONS f o r  EACH PLATE *>
sunA,  sumB, s u n s  ( «  SUMMARIES f o r  EACH FILE * )
: b i g A r r a y ;  t*  f o r  EACH STA6E * )
c o n t i n u e  : BOOLEAN; ,
l e s t S t a g e ,
s t a g e  = s t a g e s ;  t *  LARVA. PROTO-NYMPH, OEUTERO-NYMPH, PRE-OVID *>
s t a t e  : s t a t e s ;  ( •  ACTIVE, QUIESCENT • >
c h o i c e  : s a x ;  <* MALE, FEMALE • >
s e x O f M l t e  : ARRAY!1 . . 1 0 3  OF s e x ;  <* SEX o f  EACH COLUMN on  PLATE * )
n a n e s  : A R R A Y I la r v a . . p r e O v l d 3 OF STRING!151;  
e g g s u n s ,  b l g e g g s ,  ( *  EACH FILE a n d  ALL FILES • >
nunO fR eps  ( •  NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS FOR EACH COL • )




PROCEDURE i n i t i a l i z e ;
VAR
i . J  = INTE6ER;
BEGIN
s t o r e  - m 0 . 0 ;  
s t a t e  ;■ a c t i v e ;  
s t a g e  ;■ l a r v a ;
FOR i  -  1 TO 10 DO BE6IN
a g g s u n s ! 13 
n u n O f R e p s ! i  3 
s e x O f M l t e ! i  3
-  0 . 0 ;
-  0 .0 ;
■ n o n e  END;
FOR s t a g e  =• l a r v a  TO p r e O v l d  DO
FOR j  :■ 1 TO 10 DO BEGIN
s u n A I s t a g e , J 3 0 . 0 ;
s u n B ! s t a g e , j 3 - m  0 . 0 ;  
s u n s ! s t a g e , j 3 0 . 0  END;
c o n t i n u e  TRUE;
FOR I 1 TO 7 5  0 0  BEGIN
d a i l y r e c o r d ! i 3 . q u a r t e r  0;
FOR j  -  1 TO 10 DO
d a i l y r e c o r d ! i 3 . s t a t u s ! J 3 - -  * ’ ENO;
n a n e s ! l a r v a  3 - m 'LARVA 
n a n e s ! p r o t o 3 -  'PROTO NYMPH*; 
n a n e s ! d e u t e r o 3 : -  'DEUTERO NYMPH'; 






PROCEOURE A a a i g n O u t F l l e ;
VAR c h  = CHAR;
BEGIN ( •  o u t p u t  • >
U r l t e t * I S l c r e e n  o r  I P l r i n t e r  o u t p u t ?  ’ ); U r l t e L n ;  
REPEAT
R e a d ( K B O , c h );
c h  U p c a s e l c h ) UNTIL c h  IN t ' S ' . ' P ’ ] ;
IF c h  -  ’ S ’ THEN A S S I G N ! o u t f l l e c o n  '>
ELSE ASSI6N( o u t  f i l e .  ’ 1 s t ' ) ;
RE5ET<out f i l e )
ENO;
(  *
PROCEDURES TO MAKE INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS 
ON INITIAL VALUES
* )
PROCEOURE b i g s t e p ( V A R  * : REAL);
BEGIN
X  : -  X  +  0 . 5
END;
PROCEOURE s m a l l a t e p t U A R  x ■ REAL);
BEGIN
x =-  x + 0 . 2 5  
END;
< •
PROCEDURE TO INCREMENT THE VALUES IN 
THE ACTIVE AND QUIESCENT STATES OF 
EACH STAGE.
* >
PROCEDURE u p d a t e O N f c h  = CHAR; VAR x ; s n a i l A r r a y  );
BEGIN
WHILE d a l l y r e c o r d ! r o u 1 . s t a t u s ! c o l l * c h  DO BEGIN 
IF d a l l y r e c o r d ! r o w ] . q u a r t e r  ■ 1 
THEN b l g s t e p t x t c o l I >
ELSE a n a l 1 s t e p ! x [ c o l  1>; 
row :■ r o u  + 1 END;
x C c o l l  -  x l c o l l  + 0 . 1 2 5 ;
IF d a i l y r e c o r d t r o w l . q u a r t e r  *■ 1
THEN BEGIN
x l c o l l  x l c o l l  + 0 . 1 2 5 ;
90
s t o r e  ■- 0 . 2 5  ENO
ELSE s t o r e  = -  0 . 1 2 5
ENO;
BEGIN ( •  MAIN • )
C l r S e r ;
1 *
ENTER THE NUMBER OF FILES TO BE PROCESSED
*  >
W r i t e L n ;  U r t t e L n l * ’ 3 , ’ HOW MANY FILES TO BE PROCESSED? 
R e a d L n l n u n O f F i l e s );
FOR 1 :■ 1 TO n u n O f F i l a s  0 0  
k 1;
i n i t i a l i z e ;  ( *  a l l  a r r a y s  t o  0  * )
W r i t e L n ;  W r i t e ! ”  : 3 ,  ’ ENTER t h e  FILE NAME ' ) ;
R e a d L n l f 1 l e n a n e );
A S S I 6 N 1 f i l e v a r , f i l e n a n e ) ;
RESET( f 1 l e v a r  );
1 •
READ IN DATA FROM THE F ILE,  AND PUT 
THE DATA INTO THE ARRAY 0AILYREC0R0.
• )
R e a d L n l f 1 l e v a r , p l a t e N u n b e r >; R e a d L n l f l l e v a r  );
R e a d l f  i l e v a r , c h  >;
1 *
READ IN SEX OF EACH MITE
*  )
FOR 1 : *■ 1 TO 5  0 0  BEGIN
R e a d ! f 1 l e v e r , c h );
IF c h * ' M * THEN s e x O f M l t e ! 1 ]  = -  m a l e  
ELSE IF I c h  -  *F* ) THEN
s e x O f M l t e ! l l  •  f e n a l e  ENO;
R e a d ! f 1 l e v a r , c h );
FOR 1 ■ E TO 10 DO BEGIN
R e a d ! f 1 l e v a r t c h >;
IF c h - ' M ’ THEN s e x O f M l t e ! 11 -  w a l e
ELSE IF t c h  -  *F* ) THEN
s e x O f M l t e ! l l  : “ f e n a l e  ENO;
R e a d L n l f 1 l e v a r  ); R e a d L n l f 1 l e v a r  );
1 «
READ IN OATA FOR EACH 0BSERUAT10N
* >
R e a d l f 1 1 e v a r , c h  );




CASE ch  OF
* i  ’ nun ; “ 1;
•2* : nun -  2;
' 3 '  = nun 3 END; ( •  CASE « )
d a i l y r e c o r d ! 1 1 . q u a r t e r  - m nun;
IF NOT E O L N ( f i l e v a r > THEN BEGIN
FOR 1 :■ 1 TO S 0 0
R e a d ! f 1 l e v a r , d a i l y r e c o r d ! 1 1 . s t a t u s ! i  1 ) ;
R e a d ! f 1 l e v a r , c h );
FOR i  -  6 TO 10 DO
R e a d ! f t l e v a r , d a l l y r e c o r d ! 1 ] . s t a t u s ! i ] ) ;
R e a d ! f 1 l e v a r , d a l l y r e c o r d ! 1 1 . d a t e ); 
d a t e _ o f _ e x p e r i n e n t  : “ d a i l y r e c o r d ! 1 1 . d a t e ;
R e a d L n ! f i l e v a r  ) END;
IF n u n « 3  THEN R e a d L n ! f i l e v e r ) .
WHILE!NOT E O F ! f i l e v a r >) DO BEGIN
R e a d ! f l l e v a r , c h ) ;
IF c h  IN C l ' , 7 ' , ' 3 ' ]  THEN 
CASE ch  OF
’ 1 ’ • NUH - *1 *.
* 2 '  : NUH : - Z i
'3*  = NUM ; - 3  ENO; ! «  CASE «> 
k k+1;
d a i l y r e c o r d ! k ] . q u a r t e r  =-  nun;
IF NOT E O L N ! f l l e v a r ) THEN BE6IN
FOR i  -  I TO 5  DO
R e a d ! f 1 l e v a r , d a i l y r e c o r d ! k ] . s t a t u s ! 13 >:
R e e d ! f  i l e v a r , c h );
FOR i -  G TO 10 0 0
R e a d ! f 1 l e v a r f d a i l y r e c o r d ! k l . s t a t u s ! ! ]  );
I F  d a 1 l y r e c o r d ! k 1 . q u a r t e r  -  1 THEN
R e a d ! f l l e v a r t d a i l y r e c o r d I k l . d a t e ) ;  ! *  6ET DATE »V
IF d a l l y r e c o r d ! k 1 . q u a r t e r  -  3 THEN R e a d L n ! f i l e v a r  ); 
R e a d L n ! f l l e v a r  ) ENO ! •  IF NOT EOLN •>
END; ! *  WHILE • )
s t a r t  :■ d a i l y r e c o r d ! 1 1 . q u a r t e r ;
< •
ANALYSIS Or THE DATA
• )
FOR c o l  1 TO 10 DO BEGIN
c h o i c e  :■ s e x O f M i t e t c o l 1; 
row ; •  0;
n u n O f R e p s t c o l 1 - -  n u n O f R e p s ! c o l  1 + 1 . 0 ;
REPEAT r o u  =” row + 1
UNTIL ( d a i l y r e c o r d C r o w l . a t a t u a l e o l  ] -  ' E M  
OR < row -  7 5  );
( •
COUNT INCUBATION TINES 
FOR COLUMN -  c o l
* )
IF row < -  k THEN 8E6IN
IF d a i l y r e c o r d t r o u l . q u a r t e r - 1  
THEN e g g s u n a E c o l l  = *  0 . 2 5  
ELSE e g g a u n a C c o l l  0 . 1 2 5  ; 
ro w  =■ row + 1; 
u p d a t e O N < ' E *,  e g g a u n a ) END;
( *
COUNT TIMES FOR EACH STABE
* )
c o n t i n u e  : “ TRUE ANO ( r o w < " k ) ;
FOR s t a g e  -•» l a r v a  TO d a u t e r o  00 BEGIN
<• ACTIVE STATE • )
c o n t i n u e  d a i l y r e c o r d ! r o w ! . a t a t u a C c o l I  “ *A* )
AND c o n t i n u e ;
IF c o n t i n u e  THEN BEGIN
a u n A C a t a g e l t c o l 1 a t o r e ;  
row = * row + 1;  
a t o r e  0 . 0 ;
u p d a t e O N f ’ A ' ,  a u n A C s t a g e ! )  END;
{« QUIESCENT STATE * )
c o n t i n u e  - m c o n t i n u e
AND ( d a i l y r e c o r d ! r o w ] . a t a t u a C c o l 1 “ *Q’ );
IF c o n t i n u e  THEN BE6IN
aunBC s t a g e H c o l  1 : * a t o r e ;  
row =” row + 1; 
a t o r e  0 . 0 ;
u p d a t e O N ( ' 0 * , a u n B C a t a g e ! )  END; 
c o n t i n u e  -• ■ ( r o w < - k> AND c o n t i n u e ;
ENO; <* FOR STAGE LOOP
( *
TAKE CARE OF PREOVIO STAGE 
ACTIVE STATE
* )
s t a g e  p r e O v l d ;
IF c h o i c e  •  f e n a l e  THEN BE6IN
c e n t I n u e  : “
< d a l l y r e c o r d t r o w 1 . s t a t u a E c o l J  -  ' A ' )  AND c o n t i n u e ;
IF c o n t i n u e  THEN BEGIN
s u n A t s t a g e l t c o l  1 - * s t o r e ;  
row  =" row + 1; 
s t o r e  0 . 0 ;
u p d a t e O N < ’ A *,  s u n A E s t a g e ! )  END
ENO
ELSE
s u n A C s t a g e  It  c o l  1 : ■ 0 . 0
ENO; ( •  f o r  l o o p  o n  c o l
( *
SUM ACTIVE and  QUIESCENT
* )
FOR s t a g e  : m  l a r v a  TO p r e O v l d  0 0  
FOR 1 =-  1 TO 10  0 0  
s u n s ! s t a g e  It 11 :»
s u n A I s t a g e  1111 + s u n B I s t a g e  1Ci 1;
! •
OUTPUT THE SUMMARY TOTALS
•  )
A s s i g n O u t F i l a ; <• P r i n t  t o  S c r e e n  o r  P r i n t e r  * )
W r i t e L n ! o u t  f i l e );
Wri t e L n ! o u t  f i l e ,  p l a t e N u n b e r  : 3 0 ) ;
Wr i t e L n ! o u t  f  i l e  >;
Ulri t e L n !  o u t  f i l e ) ;
W r i t e L n l o u t f l i e , ' DATE OF EXPERIMENT:’ , 
d a t e _ o f _ e x p e r l n e n t  );
W r i t e L n ! o u t  f l i e  ); W r i t e L n ! o u t f 1 l e  >;
W r i t e L n ! o u t  f i l e , ' • • • I N C U B A T I O N  DAYS***' = 4 0 ) ;
W r i t e L n ! o u t  f i l e  >;
FOR i :■ 1 TO 10 0 0  U r i t e ! o u t f 1 l e , e g g s u n s l 1 1 = 6 : 2 ) ;
FOR i 1 TO 3 0 0  Wrl t e L n !  o u t  f  i  l e  );
W r i t e L n t o u t f i l e , ’ • • • ♦ •R E S U L T S  FOR EACH STAGE.................
W r l t e L n ! o u t  f 1 l e  ); W r i t e L n ! o u t  f i l e  );
FOR s t a g e  l a r v a  TO d e u t e r o  0 0  BEGIN
W r i t e L n ! o u t  f i l e , n a n e s ! s t a g e ! • 4 0 ) ;  < •  t i t l e s  f o r  e a c h  s t a g e  • >  
W r i t e L n ! o u t f 1 l e );
9 4
FOR i  -  1 TO 10 DO
U r i  t e t  o u t  f 1 l e , a u n A {  a t  a g e  1C 11 -• fi ; 2 ); 
U r i t e L n t o u t f i l e ,  'A* 3 ) ;
U r i t e L n ( o u t  f i l e  >;
FOR 1 -  1 TO 10 DO
U r i t e t o u t f l l e , s u n B C  s t a g e 1C 11 = 6 : 2 ) ;  
U r l t e L n t  o u t f l l e , * Q * : 3 ) ;  
U r i t e L n ( o u t f i l e ) ;
FOR i  1 TO 10 DO
U r i t e t o u t f l l e ,  a u n s t  s t a g e  H  i 1 = 6 ; 2 ) ;  
U r l t e L n t o u t  f i l e , ' S U N *  = 5 ) ;
FOR J =-  1 TO 3  0 0  U r l t e L n t o u t f i l e )
END; t*  FOR STAGE LOOP O
U r i t e L n t  o u t  f 1 l e , n a n e s C  p r e O v l d 1 = 36 >;
U r i  t e L n t  o u t  f 1 l e );
FOR i  -  1 TO 10 0 0
U r i t e t a u t f l l e , a u n A C p r e O v l d 1Ci ] = 6 = 2 ); 
U r l t e L n t o u t  f i l e , ’ A ’ : 3 ) ,
OUTPUT t h e  NUMBER o f  REPLICATIONS 
f o r  EACH COLUMN.
•  )
FOR i  1 TO 2  DO U r l t e L n t o u t f 1 l e );
U r l t e L n t o u t  f i l e , ’ **«NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS***' = S 0 ); 
U r l t e L n t o u t f l l e , ’ • * *  f o r  EACH COLUMN « * * ' : 5 0 > ;
U r l t e L n t  o u t  f i l e );
FOR 1 -  1 TO 10 0 0
U r i t e t o u t f l l e ,  n u n O f R e p e l i ] : 7 = 2 ) ;
U r l t e L n t  o u t  f i l e ) ;
ENO; t • FOR LOOP * )
END.
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OUTPUT FROM THE L i f e  C y c l e  P r o g r a n
9LATE 1 OATE OF EXPERIMENT; May 2 0 ,  1 9 8 5
•••INCUBATION DAYS* **
3 . 3 8 3 . 0 0 3 . 2 5 3 . 3 8 3 . 3 8 3 . 3 8 0 . 0 0 3 . 0 0 3 . 3 8 3 . 3 8
•RESULTS FOR EACH STA6E**
LARUA
1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 . 6 3 1 . 0 0 0 . 6 3 0 . 0 0 0 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 A
0 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 0 . 7 5 0 . 3 8 1 . 0 0 0 . 3 8 0 . 0 0 0 . 3 8 0 . 3 8 0 . 3 8 Q
1 . 6 3 1 . 6 3 1 . 7 5 1 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 SUM
PROTO NYMPH
0 . 6 3 0 . 7 5 0 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 0 . 3 8 0 . 6 3 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 . 6 3 A
0 . 7 S 0 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 0 . 3 8 0 . 6 3 0 . 3 8 0 . 0 0 0 . 3 8 0 . 3 8 0 . 3 8 0
1 . 3 8 1 . 3 8 1 . 2 5 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 . 3 8 1 . 3 8 1 . 0 0 SUM
OEUTERO NYMPH
0 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 0 . 7 S 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 A
1 . 0 0 0 . 7 5 0 . 6 3 1 . 0 0 0 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 . 7 5 0
1 . 6 3 1 . 3 8 1 . 3 8 2 . 0 0 1 . 6 3 1 . 6 3 0 . 0 0 1 . 6 3 1 . 6 3 1 . 3 8 SUM
PREOVID
1 . 3 8 0 . 6 3 1 . 6 3 0 . 6 3 1 . 3 8 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 . 3 8 1 . 0 0 0 . 6 3 A
•••NUMBER OF REPLICATIONS** •  
* * •  f o r  EACH COLUMN • • •
1 . 0 0  1 . 0 0  1 . 0 0  1 . 0 0  1 . 0 0  1 . 0 0  1 . 0 0  1 . 0 0  i . 0 0
APPENDIX B
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EXAMPLE INPUT FILE  
FOR L l f e T a b l e  P ro g r a m
2 2 2
2 2 4 . 0 4 5
21 6 . 0 9 5
21 6 . 0 9 5
2 0 6 . 1
2 0 5 . 3
19 5 . 4 7 4
IS 5 . 2 1 1
IS 4 . 6 6 7
15 4 . 8 6 7
14 3 . 8 7 5
14 4 . 2 8 6
13 3 . 3 0 8
12 3 . 5 8 3
11 2 . 5 4 5
10 2 . 0
9 1 . 8 8 9
7 1 . 5 7 1
7 2 . 0
7 1 . 5 7 1
4 1 . 5 7
3 1 . 0
3 1 . 8 6 7
2 0 . 0





COLUMN 1 : Number o f  f e m a l e s  a l i v e  o n  DAY X. 
COLUMN 2 = A v e r a g e  number o f  e g g s / f e m a l e  o n  DAY
PROGRAM L i f a T a b l e ;
( *
T h i s  Pro gram  g e n e r a t e s  a LIFE TABLE.
INPUT: n ” s u r v i v o r s  p e r  d ay;
d a l l y  e g g  p r o d u c t i o n ;  
p r o p o r t i o n  o f  f e n a l e s
OUTPUT: l x  " p r o p o r t i o n  o f  s u r v i v o r s
nx ■ f e n a l e  p r o g e n y  p e r  f e n a l e  s u r v i v o r  
l x  TINES nx ” f e c u n d i t y  r a t e
R -  n e t  r e p r o d u c t i v e  r a t e
r  ■ i n t r i n s i c  r a t e  o f  i n c r e a s e
T ■ g e n e r a t i o n  t i n e  i d a y s )
C o p y r i g h t :  1 9 9 0 ,  U h e e t l e y  & Wheat l e y
* >
CONST
o u t F i l e  -  ’ DAVIS.OUT*;
F e n a l e _ f a c t o r  -  0 . 7 3 ;  ( *  FEMALES /  FEMALE *>
S u r v l v a l _ f a c t o r  -  0 . 8 3 ;  ( *  TO EG6 LAYING *>
f i r s t  “ 10;  
l a s t  “ 6 0 ;
TYPE v e c t o r  -  A R R A Y ! f i r s t . . l a s t  1 OF REAL; 
s t r i n g l 4  » s t r i n g I 1 4 1 ;
VAR
n ,  
l x , 
n a a n ,  
n x ,
l x _ t i n e s _ n x  - v e c t o r ;
S t a r t _ d a y  = ARRAY!1 . . 5 1  OF REAL; ( *  FIRST DAY TO LAY EGGS 
r ,
x d a y ,
f l ,  f l p r i n e ,
s u n _ o f _ l x _ t i n e s _ n x  : REAL;
d a y ,
l e n g t h ,
i . j  : INTEGER;
c h o i c e  ; 1 .  . 6 ;
f , o  = TEXT;
F l l e N a n e ,
V a r i e t y  = s t r l n g U i  
f n a n e ,
p l a n t n a m e  AR R A Y 11 . .6 J  OF s t r i n Q l 4 ;
PROCEOURE S e t u p _ n a n e a _ f o r _ p l a n t s _ A N D _ f i l e a ; 
BE6IN
f n a n e t 1 1 = ■ *b D A V I S . d a t * ;
f n a n e t 2 J 'b 0 S R 3 S . d a t ’ ;
f n a n e t 31 =■ *b CLARK. d a t ’ ;
f n a n e [ 4 1  : •  ’ b U I L L A IM S .d a t* ;
f n a n e t 51  ; ” *b P I 2 2 7 G 8 7 . d a t ’ ;
f n a n e t G J  = ■ 'b OVERALL. da t ’ ;
p l a n t n a n e t 11 
p l a n t n a n e t  2 ]  
p l a n t n a n e t 3 1 
p l a n t n a n e t 41  
p l a n t n a n e t 5 ]  
p l a n t n a n e t 6 1
-  ’ OAVIS * i
-  *OSR 3 5 2 * ;
-  ’ CLARK ’ ;
-  ’ WILLIAMS' ;
-  ’ P I Z 2 7 6 8 7 ’ ;
-  ’ OVERALL’ ;
S t a r t _ d a y t 1 ] -- - 9 . 0 8 0 ;
S t a r t _ d a y l 21 : - 8 . 9 5 3 .
S t a r t _ d a y l 3 1 : - 8 . 7 9 7 ;
S t e r t _ d a y t 4 ] : - 8 . 6 8 8 ;
S t a r t _ d a y t 5  3 8 . 5 5 2 ;
ENO;
PROCEDURE c h o o s e _ f n a n e _ A N D _ p l a n t n a n a ; 
BE6IN
U r l t e L n ;
U r l t e L n t ’ ENTER CHOICE f o r  PLANT: • ) :  
U r l t e L n ;
U r l t e L n t  * 1
A1111 D a v i a  * >
U r l t e L n t ’ 2 ■ 1 1 1 V DSR 3 5 2  ’ )
U r l t e L n t  ' 3 1 1 1 1 V CLARK ' )
U r l t e L n t  ' 4
A■111 WILLIAMS *)
U r l t e L n t ’ 5
A1111 P I 2 2 7 6 0 7 ’ )
U r l t e L n t  ' G I 1 1 1 V OVERALL '>
W r i t e L n ;
U r i t e t  ’ YOUR CHOICE I S :  * ) ;
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R e a d l n l  c h o i c e  >;
W r i t e L n ;
x d a y  ■* S t a r t _ d a y [ c h o i c e  1;
F l l e N a n e  • f n a n e t  c h o i c e  ];  
V a r i e t y  p l a n t n a n e t c h o i c e J ;
ENO;
PROCEDURE i n i t i a l i z e ;
VAR d a y  • INTEGER;
BEGIN
FOR d a y  10 TO 5 0  0 0  BEGIN
n t d a y 1 - 0 . 0
l x l d a y  1 m 0 . 0
n e a n t  day 1 - 0 . 0
n x t d a y  1 - 0 . 0
l x _ t l n e s _ n x t  day 1 “ 0 . 0
o  f _ 1 x _ t 1n e  a_n x ;■ 0 0 ;
ENO ;
PROCEOURE r e a d _ l n _ d a t a ;
VAR day * INTEGER;
BEGIN
d a y  ;■ 11;
IF NOT e o f 1 f  ) THEN BEGIN
R e a d L n ! f ,  n t d a y l ,  n o a n t  d a y ] ) ;  
n l l O J  -  n l l l J ;
REPEAT
d a y  : d a y  + 1;
R e a d L n l f ,  n t d a y l ,  n e a n ( d a y l ) ;
UNTIL 1 e o f I f )  > OR ( n t d a y l  -  0 . 0  )
ENO; 1* IF * )
l e n g t h  ■ day  -  1;
ENO;
PROCEDURE e c h o _ o u t _ d a t a ; 
VAR day  = INTEGER;~ 
BEGIN
d a y  11;
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U r i t e ( n t d a y  J : 1 0 : 0» n a a n t  d a y ]  = 12 = 4 ) ;  
U r l t e L n t  f n a n e C c h o i c e  1 - 1 4 ,
P l a n t n a n e t  c h o i c e ] ; 2 0  >;
FOR d a y  = -  12 TO l e n g t h  0 0
U r l t e L n t  n t d a y l - 1 0 ^ 0 ,  n e a n t d a y }- 1 2 : 4 ) ;  
W r i t e L n ;  W r i t e L n
END;
PROCEOURE c o n p u t e _ l x ;
WAR d a y  = INTE6ER; 
x : REAL;
BE61N
x :■  n t 1 0 l / S u r v i v a l _ f a c t o r ; 
d a y  = *  11;
WHILE n t d a y l  > 0  0 0  BE6IN
l x t d a y l  n t d a y l  /  x;
day  :" day + 1 END
END; t *  c o n p u t e _ l x  * )
PROCEDURE c o n p u t e _ n x ;
VAR d a y  = INTE6ER; 
x : REAL;
8E6IN
d a y  ; -  11 ;
WHILE l x t d a y  1 > 0 . 0  0 0  BEGIN
n x t d a y l  n e a n t d a y !  * F a n a l e _ f a c t o r ; 
d a y  : “ d a y  + 1 END;
END; t *  c o n p u t e _ n x  *1
PROCEDURE e o n p u t e _ l x _ t i n e s _ n x _ A N O _ s u n _ o f _ a l 1t VAR s u n  REAL);  
VAR d a y  : INTE6ER;
BEGIN
d a y  : ■ 11;  
s u n  ;■ 0 . 0 ;
WHILE l x t d a y l  > 0 . 0  0 0  BEGIN
l x _ t i n e s _ n x [ d a y ]  :■ l x t d a y ]  • n x t d a y ] ;  
s u n  = ■ s u n  ♦ l x t d a y ]  • n x t d a y ] ;
day •- -  day + 1 END
END;
PROCEOURE p r i n t _ r e s u l i s ;
VAR day : INTEGER: 
x ■ REAL ;
8E 6IN
d a y  : * 11:  x x d a y  -  1 . 0 :
U r l t e L n t g ) ;  U r l t e L n t g ) ;  U r l t e L n t g ) ;
U r l t e L n t g , ' D A Y *  = 5 ,  ’ N *=8 ,  ’ LX ’ 1 0 ,
MX ’ : 1 0 ,  'LX TIMES MX' =1 7 ) :
U r l t e L n t g );
U r l t e L n t g ,  x ; S 2 ,  n l d a y 1••8:0>;
UHILE < n l d a y ]  > 0  > 0 0  BEGIN
x =-  x +■ 1 . 0 ;
U r l t e L n t g ,  x ; 5 = 2 ,  n l d a y ] : 8 ; 0 ,  l x t d a y  1=10  = 4 ,
nx[  d a y ]  = 1 0 = 4 ,  l x —t l n e s _ n x l d a y ] = 1 4 : 4 ) ;  
d a y  =•  d a y  + 1 END;
U r l t e L n t  g );
U r l t e L n ( g ) ;
U r l t e L n t g , *  The s u n  o f  t h e  l x  a n d  nx c o l u n n  i s * :  3 2 ,  
s u n _ o f _ l x _ t l n e s _ n x = 1 2 : 4 ) ;
U r l t e L n t  g );
U r l t e L n t g , * * * * « • • * • # • • • * • • • ♦ • » * » • • » • * * ♦ <
U r l t e L n t g ) ;  U r l t e L n t g )
ENO;
PROCEDURE c o n p u t a _ r ;
VAR newr : REAL;
1 : INTEGER;
PROCEDURE c o n p u t e _ f l _ A N D _ _ f l p r i n e ;




M - 0 .0 ;  
f l p r i n e  ;■ 0 . 0 ;  
x “  x d a y ;
FOR 1 = -  11 TO l e n g t h  DO
t e n p  =■ l x _ t i n e s _ n x [ 1 ]  /  e x p ( x * r > ;  
f l  : *  f l  + t e n p  ; 
f l p r i n e  ••■ f l p r i n e  -  x * t e n p ;  
x =■ x + 1 . 0  






c o n p u t e _ f l _ A N O _ f l p r i m e ; 
i  0 ; ~
WHILE ( 1  < 4 0 )  AND t A B S t f l )  > 0 . 0 0 1 )  0 0  BEGIN
newr -  r  -  f  1 / f l p r i n e ;  
r  : “  n e w r ;
1 =- i  + 1;
c o n p u t e _ f l _ A N 0 _ f l p r i n e  END;
U r l t e L n t  g );
U r l t e L n t g ,  ’ r  - - » • >  * t r : 1 0 S ) ;
U r l t e L n t ’ f - v a l u e  — —■> f 1 ^10 = S );
U r l t e L n ;
U r l t e L n t g ,  * T • - « • - >  * (
< LNt s u n _ o f _ l x _ t l n e s _ n x  > / r ) ■10 = 5 ) .
ENO:
BEGIN
GOTOXYt1 , 1 ) ;  C l r S c r ;
S e t u p _ n e n e a _ f o r _ p l a n t  s _ A N 0 _ f 1 l e s ; 
c h o o s e _ f n a n e _ A N O _ p l a n t n a n e ;
I n i t i a l i z e ;
A s s l g n t f ,  F l l e N a n e ) ;
A a a i g n f g ,  o u t F l l e ) ;
R e s e t ( f );
R e w r i t e ! g );
r e a d _ i n _ d a t a ;  
e c h o _ o u t _ d a t a ;
c o n p u t e _ l x . 
c o n p u t e _ « x ;
c o n p u t e _ l x _ t i n e s _ m x _ A N O _ s u n _ o f _ a l l t  a u n _ o f _ l x _ t l n e s —nx ); 
p r l n t _ r e a u l t a ;
C l o s e t f  );
r  " 0 . 3 .  
c o n p u t a _ r ;
U r i t e L n t l e n g t h  = 5 ,  r l 0 5 t f 1 - 1 3 ; G >;
U r l t e L n t  g  );
C l o s e t  g );
ENO.
OUTPUT FROM THE LifeTable ProQran
DAY N LX MX LX TIMES
6 . 0 9 2 2
9 . 0 8 22 0 . 8 3 0 0 1 . 4 6 0 0 1 . 2 1 1 8
1 0 . 0 8 22 0 . 8 3 0 0 2 . 9 5 2 8 2 . 4 5 0 9
1 1 . 0 8 22 0 . 8 3 0 0 4 . 2 4 7 3 3 . 5 2 5 2
1 2 . 0 8 21 0 . 7 9 2 3 4 . 4 4 9 5 3 . 5 2 5 2
1 3 . 0 8 2 0 0 . 7 5 4 5 4 . 4 5 3 0 3 . 3 6 0 0
1 4 . 0 8 2 0 0 . 7 5 4 5 3 . 8 6 9 0 2 . 9 1 9 3
1 5 . 0 8 19 0 . 7 1 6 8 3 . 9 9 6 0 2 . 8 6 4 4
1 6 . 0 8 19 0 . 7 1 6 8 3 . 8 O 4 0 2 . 7 2 6 8
1 7 . 0 8 16 0 . 6 0 3 6 3 . 1 9 3 7 1 . 9 2 7 9
1 8 . 0 8 15 0 . 5 6 5 9 3 . 5 5 2 9 2 . 0 1 0 6
1 9 . 0 8 14 0 . 5 2 8 2 2 . 8 2 8 7 1 . 4 9 4 1
2 0 . 0 8 14 0 . 5 2 8 2 3 . 1 2 8 8 1 . 6 5 2 6
2 1 . 0 8 13 0 . 4 9 0 5 2 . 4 1 4 8 1 . 1 8 4 4
2 2 . 0 8 12 0 . 4 5 2 7 2 . 6 1 5 6 1 . 1 8 4 1
2 3 . 0 8 11 0 . 4 1 5 0 1 . 8 5 7 8 0 . 7 7 1 0
2 4 . 0 8 10 0 . 3 7 7 3 1 . 4 6 0 0 0 . 5 5 0 8
2 5 . 0 8 9 0 . 3 3 9 5 1 . 3 7 9 0 0 . 4 6 8 2
2 6 . 0 8 7 0 . 2 6 4 1 1 . 1 4 6 8 0 . 3 0 2 9
2 7 . 0 8 7 0 . 2 6 4 1 1 . 4 6 0 0 0 . 3 8 5 6
2 8 . 0 8 7 0 . 2 6 4 1 1 . 1 4 6 8 0 . 3 0 2 9
2 9 . 0 8 4 0 . 1 5 0 9 1 . 1 4 6 1 0 . 1 7 3 0
3 0 . 0 8 3 0 . 1 1 3 2 0 . 7 3 0 0 0 . 0 8 2 6
3 1 . 0 8 3 0 . 1 1 3 2 1 . 2 1 6 9 0 . 1 3 7 7
3 2 . 0 8 2 0 . 0 7 5 5 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0
3 3 . 0 8 2 0 . 0 7 5 5 0 . 3 6 5 0 0 . 0 2 7 5
3 4 . 0 8 1 0 . 0 3 7 7 2 . 9 2 0 0 0 . 1 1 0 2
3 5 . 0 8 1 0 . 0 3 7 7 0 . 7 3 0 0 0 . 0 2 7 5




> 0 . 2 6 0 1 8
> 1 3 . 7 0 6 3 2
> 2 . 6 6 4 1 4
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